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By Carly Mullady
C I T Y  E D I T O R
Extending local bar hours to
meet those of Champaign is nei-
ther an impossible concept nor an
easy decision, according to
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill.
“There are 1,001 factors,”
Cougill said. “I have mixed emo-
tions about it.”
Between the end of spring
semester and now, Champaign and
Urbana bars have gained the
option of staying open later. Both
cities’ bars can now serve alcohol
until 2 a.m.
Urbana establishments can stay
open another hour until 3 a.m.,
while Champaign bargoers must
be out by 2:30 a.m.
Of those 1,001 factors for
extending the city’s bar hours,
Cougill included university image,
policing, safety and resident, uni-
versity, bar-owner and student sat-
isfaction.
“We would need to know what
does the student body want? What
do Charleston residents want?,”
Cougill said.
One important side is the desire
to protect the university and city’s
image.
“I graduated from there, and I
want my diploma to mean some-
thing,” he said. “It’s better to see
Eastern mentioned in Forbes than
in Playboy.”
Eastern’s image as an academic
establishment increased when the
bar entry age was raised years ago.
Hopes to continue scholastic pres-
tige are more factors in the deci-
sion to change bar hours.
“Do I want to be the bad guy? No.
Should the university play a role in
protecting its image? The universi-
ty should be taking steps just as the
city does,” Cougill said.
Cougill said that Champaign is
not necessarily a model for a city
like Charleston.
“Champaign is a little different
geographically. I am not sure we
should be emulating their deci-
sions.”
Another important factor is safe-
ty, which has advantages in both
directions.
Allowing students to stay at bars
longer could increase safety.
“It might be an opportunity to
reduce house parties and keep
young girls in a more controlled
environment,” he said.
By keeping students local, travel 
The nearly completed new
Health Services building is more
advanced, containing more than
double the space as the old loca-
tion, and the staff designed it that
way.
The staff helped design the
building because they had ideas
for what needed to be done. 
“Its more comfortable, much
more private and it allows our
staff to be much more efficient,”
said Lynette Drake, Health
Services director. 
The new additions include a
nurses station, medical file room,
procedure room, observation
room, dark room, utility room, a
private consultation area for the
telenurse, eye wash station, chem-
ical shower and new x ray equip-
ment, which is all digitally com-
patible.
“The departments have more
space than they had, and they
seem to be very happy and con-
tent with the new facility,” said
Carol Strode, director of facilities
planning management. “It is a
large improvement over what
they had.”
Each provider, the four medical
doctors and two nurse practition-
ers, now has three rooms to use
individually to see patients, con-
sisting of the two exam rooms and
a consultation room. Each
provider only had one or two
rooms.
There now is a separate waiting
lobby for lab, x-ray and women’s
health, and a central supply area. 
“It makes us more cost effi-
cient,” Drake said. “Before every-
thing was spread out all over the
building and it was difficult to
find things.”
Some of the new organizational
improvements include reception
windows, doors opening to shield
the patient for privacy and rooms
set up uniform to make it more
efficient for nurses to access sup-
plies.
The pharmacy is still located in
the main building, but patients do
not have to wait in the same lobby.
There are separate waiting rooms
for pharmacy and career servic-
es. 
The lobby never runs out of
chairs because it is no longer
shared with the pharmacy, Drake
said.
The pharmacy now carries
more over-the-counter drugs and
has expanded to include items stu-
dents have requested along with
an electronic sign to display when
prescriptions are ready.
Drake said new programs and
procedures have been implement-
ed in the new building as well.
An automated check-in allows
students the convenience of swip-
ing in with their panther ID card.
The checkout counter is no longer
so close to check-in, and unless
the patient is paying with cash or
need a walk out statement, the
patient can leave without check-
ing out.
Also, the women’s health pro-
gram has changed. In the past,
before prescribing birth control
pills, women must come in and
complete a program. Now a
updated program is available to
complete online.
Drake said students like the pri-
vacy of the check-in counter.
Some students feel more com-
fortable in the new building.
“The old health services was
really small and had a run down
feel to it,” said Leslie Tharp, a sen-
ior nursing major. “The new
building is very professional look-
ing and feels like an actual doc-
tor’s office.”
Jill Tucker, a junior nursing
major, said the most beneficial
improvements are “the fact they
have so much more space and all
“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
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A S P A C E to heal
Presidential search
gets rolling again
Charleston could copy bar-hour extensions
By Tim Martin
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N  E D I T O R
The Presidential Search
Committee’s second attempt to
find Eastern’s 11th president will
begin later this month.
A fall 2001 nation-wide search
yielded 51 applicants, but the uni-
versity’s top choice took another
job. 
“The search committee did
what was expected of them,”
Jone Zieren, a member on the
current 13-person search com-
mittee and the 2001 committee.
“Unfortunately, it didn’t generate
a new president.”
Betsy Mitchell, the search
committee chair and a member
on the Board of Trustees, con-
firmed Thursday the first meet-
ing will be at 10 a.m. Sept. 24.
Mitchell said the meeting’s pur-
pose is to set the application dead-
line and to create a timeline for
the search process.
The search for a permanent
replacement for former
President Carol Surles has been
unsuccessful since she resigned
in July 2001 because of an illness.
Lou Hencken has inherited the
presidential position on an interim
basis since Aug. 1, 2001. 
Of the 13 members on the search
committee, eight of them partici-
pated in 2001, and the widespread
representation doesn’t end there. 
The 13  positions are: three rep-
resentatives from the Board of
Trustees; three from the faculty;
two students; and one each from
the alumni, administration, staff
senate and Civil Rights depart-
ments. Jim Appleberry, an employ-
ee for Academic Search
Consultation Service, will serve as
a search consultant to the commit-
tee.
Committee members were cho-
sen, elected or volunteered, Media
Relations Director Vicki
Woodward said.
Mitchell says the perfect candi-
date will appeal to a wide range of
people, even those not on campus,
such as state legislators in
Springfield. At the very least,
Mitchell says, the candidate should
own a “very good working relation-
ship” with them.
If the process follows a similar
path as last time, the search will
roughly take five to seven months. 
The 2001 search,based off
Zieren’s notes and archived issues
of The Daily Eastern News, fol-
lowed this path:
 September 2001: The commit-
tee interviews three professional
search firms. Their choice ended
up being Academic Search
Consultation Service. This step will
be bypassed this time around,
Zieren said.
mid-November 2001: The posi-
tion for president of Eastern offi-
cially opens.
 early January 2002: The dead-
line to apply for the position passes.
 January 28, 2002: Preliminary
reference checking dwindles from
52 applicants down to 8 semi-final-
ists
 February 27 and 28, 2002: The
eight semi-finalists meet with the
committee for an off-campus visit.
 March 18 to 29, 2002: Three
finalists – John Cavanough, vice
chancellor for academic affairs,
from the University of North
Carolina at Wilmington; Livingston
Alexander, vice president for aca-
demic affairs at Kean University;
and Phillip Conn, vice chancellor
for special programs at the
University of Tennessee at
Knoxville— meet with the commit-
tee on campus for interviews up to
two days.
 April, 2002: The committee
submits a strength and weakness
profile to the Board of Trustees. 
One external factor could poten-
tially hurry the search process –
Illinois State University is also con-
ducing a presidential search.
“We’ve been up against them
before, in competition with them
before” Mitchell proclaimed. “It’s
just one of those things we have to
look at, as well as everyone else’s
timeframe.”
Administration editor Tim Martin can
be reached at noles_acc@yahoo.com
Presidential Search
Committee
 Chair Betsy Mitchell, Board
of Trustees*
 William Addison, psychology
 Luis Clay-Mendez, foreign
languages
 Student Body President
Caleb Judy*
 Bud Fischer, biological sci-
ences
 Roger Dettro, BOT
 Student Executive Vice
President Bill Davidson (BOT)*
 Victor Brooks, alumni*
 Julie Nimmons, BOT
 Jone Zieren, financial aid
director
 Sandy Bingham-Porter, Staff
Senate*
 Cyntha Nichols, Civil Rights
and Diversity
 Jim Appleberry, search con-
sultant
* denotes a new member
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
Megan Martin, a junior sociology major, walks with Marsha Herschuerger down the hallway of the new Health
Services building Thursday afternoon.  The building will have an open house on Oct. 9.
Story by campus editor Jennifer Chiariello  Photo by photo editor Colin McAuliffe
 Health Service, Career
Services and the
Counseling Center move
into posh new quarters
 Mayor Dan Cougill has
“mixed emotions” about
mimicking Champaign-
Urbana changes
“It’s better to see
Eastern mentioned in
Forbes than in
Playboy.”
—Mayor Dan Cougill
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Dropkick Murphys
return with raucous
‘Blackout’
These Boston purveyors of Irish-
punk craft their catchiest and most
ambitious album to date.
Page 8B
F A V O R I T E  F I V E . . .
Staff writers Ben Turner and Ben
Erwin contemplate the best
cover songs of all time.

Page 2B
M U S I C  R E V I E W S
Mars Volta
Alkaline Trio
Dashboard Confessional

Page 8B
L O C A L  M U S I C
The Rural Kings come to Friends & Co.
Friday night.

Page 5B
C O N C E R T  C A L E N D A R
Kill Hannah, The Riptones and many
more playing around the area and the
state this weekend.

Page 8B
One student
gives a first
hand account of
his month-long
trip to South
Africa
Summer safari in Cape Town
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The weather for the weekend is
supposed to be phenomenal. After
a few days of rain and mist, the sun
is coming out. Grill some meat (or
soy burgers if that’s your thing),
throw a disc, just do something. If
I catch any of you in your dark and
shadowed dorm rooms playing
Magic or something, I’ll probably
fly off the handle.
Activities for Friday
 Watch out, especially you
upperclassmen: the parking status
quo has changed. All cars parked
in the O’Brien Stadium parking lot
must be moved by noon every
Friday. Last year, this same deal
went for Thursdays. The lot needs
to be cleared for driver training
classes.
If you don’t move that old jalopy
of yours, they’ll tow it and ticket
you. If you’ve got that blue under-
class sticker in the bottom passen-
ger side corner of your windshield,
you’re free to park in any student
lot on that day. If you happen to
park in an upper class lot, just
remember to move your car by
Monday at 7 a.m.
 Before you go out, call up a
sorority girl you know. They aren’t
allowed to go out during rush. Isn’t
gloating fun?
Activities for Saturday
 Single Parents Support Group:
1-4 p.m. in the Campus Pond
Pavilion. It’s a potluck event. Bring
your own dish to be shared. The
rain location is at the African
American Cultural Center. Call
Joycelynn Phillips at 581-6692 for
more information.
 “Bruce Almighty”: 5 and 8
p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium. It’s
free to students, as usual. While
you’re in the building, bring me
some food or something. I’ll
most likely be in the newsroom,
room 1811, doing whatever it is
that I do.
 Flying Cat Circus: It’s in the
University Ballroom at 7:30 p.m.
You can count on seeing me
there, catching some of the crazy
fire-eating, glass-walking enter-
tainment. Forget the elephants
and clowns; this is my kind of cir-
cus. Admission is free with a
Panther Card and $3 for the gen-
eral public.
Activities for Sunday
 Not a whole lot going on. It’s
supposed to be great weather. The
rest I leave to you. Possibilities are
endless. Oh wait, I take that back. I
forgot we’re in Charleston. I’m
sure there is an end to the possibil-
ities. Have fun anyway.
Activities Editor Dan Valenziano can be
reached at cudwv@eiu.edu
W H A T ’ S
H A P P E N I N ’
Dan Valenziano
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
RHA discusses
its purpose at
second meeting 
By Lea Erwin
S TA F F  W R I T E R
The Residence Hall Association
told members about its purpose and
functions on campus Thursday.
The organization is not a governing
body of the residence halls, but an
organization that deals with issues
concerning Eastern’s residence halls
and the students who live there,
according to a RHA flyer distributed
at the meeting.
RHA member Jenn Anderson
explained why she thinks the resi-
dence organization is an important
organization for Eastern.
“For me RHA is a great way to
become a leader and to have a say on
how to live your life in the halls,”
Anderson said.
“I know people from everywhere
and making lifelong friends is one of
the major benefits of RHA,” said
RHA President Nachel Glynn.
RHA member Alyssa Lucas
agreed with Glynn.
“RHA helps (students) to get really
involved in campus life and activi-
ties,” Lucas said.  “Some major bene-
fits of being an RHA member is that
(you) get to know everyone within
RHA and people from different
halls.”
“What drew me to RHA was the
fact that you can get to know people
who you may have never met, you
can get involved and not get burned
out and you can choose how much
you want to do on any level,”
Anderson said.
The RHA will continue its efforts
to make the university’s residence
halls more than just places where stu-
dents sleep.
“It’s all about trying to create a
sense of community and a place
where you want to live because you
enjoy living here,” Anderson said.
The RHA also announced postpon-
ing its hall weekend programming
events previously scheduled to begin
Friday. The events will be resched-
uled for another date. The RHA
reminded students at the Thursday
meeting that applications for the
leadership fall retreat, RHA commit-
tees and the Great Lakes Affiliation
of Colleges and Universities
Residence Halls Conference, are due
next week.
Applications for the conference to
be held Nov. 7-9  at The University of
Wisconsin are due by midnight Sept.
11, said RHA member Megan Stepp.
The RHA’s selection process for
choosing people to attend the confer-
ence will be based on hall council
involvement, outstanding leadership
skills and interest in the RHA, Glynn
said.
The fall retreat is scheduled Sept.
19 at Camp New Hope.  Presentations
on leadership, inner-hall relations,
conference games, diversity, ethics,
and goal setting will be given, she said.
The RHA will meet at 5 p.m. next
Thursday in Andrews Hall.
Grounded sorority sisters,
flying cats over Charleston
By Gregory McElroy
ACTIVITIES REPORTER
The EIU Dancers, a university
recognized organization sponsored
by the Physical Education
Department, will hold auditions for
membership for the 2003-2004
year.   
“A lot of people from last year
either graduated, transferred, or
just didn’t come back,” said Jeanna
McFarland, a physical education
instructor, who will be conducting
the auditions. “So every
September, we hold auditions for
each year’s group.
“We don’t know who’s coming
back from last year, so we’ll just
see who shows up and we’ll pick
the best from the group,” said
McFarland.
The auditions will consist of
warm-ups, basic movements
across the floor and two choreo-
graphed combinations. 
The auditions will start at 7 p.m.
Sept. 9 the McAfee dance studio.   
“We will do stretches and things
like that to get them warmed up,
then we will do basic locomotor
movements like walking, running,
leaps, hops, across the floor,”
McFarland said. “After warm-ups,
we will teach them a very short
and simple jazz combination and a
short modern ballet combination,
both in small groups.
“From that, we will pick who we
would like to see again, and then
we will post it before we leave.
“Then they come back in that
following Thursday and they will
show us what they do best, whether
it’s ballet to jazz or hip-hop or tap.”
The EIU Dancers is a group ded-
icated to furthering the under-
standing and appreciation of dance
at Eastern and in surrounding com-
munities. The present group was
founded 20 years ago, but with sim-
ilar dance groups going back to the
1930s.
“We try to cover as many differ-
ent forms of dance as we can,”
McFarland said.  “We really do this
as a service to the community and
to the students. We try to promote
all kinds of dance.” 
Anyone interested in auditioning
can pick up an application form in
McAfee room  1110 and return it
before the scheduled audition.
Those auditioning are advised to
bring a water bottle, towel and
proper footwear–no street shoes
are allowed on the dance floor.
Both men and women are encour-
aged to audition.
Rehearsals will be held every
Tuesday and Thursday from 7 to 9
p.m. in McAfee. 
EIU Dancers hold auditions
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
The Eastern Illinois Universtiy Dancers, who performed last year in McAfee Gym, will hold tryouts for their dance
team Sept. 9 in McAfee Gymnasium.
P O L I C E  B L O T T E R
Purchase/Acceptance of
Alcohol by a Minor
Mitchell J. Easton, 19, 462 Thomas
Hall and Colleen DeYoung, 20, were
arrested August 23 at 12th and Hayes
on charges of purchase and accept-
ance of alcohol by a minor and public
possession of alcohol. DeYoung was
also charged with obstructing a
police officer, police reports stated.
Brian J. Schumacher, 20, 1606 S. 11th
St., was arrested August 24 at the 500
block of Lincoln Avenue on charges on
purchase and acceptance of alcohol by
a minor, police reports said.
Minor Consumption of
Alcohol
Ryan A. Pape, 20, 1030 Greek
Court, was arrested August 21 at
the 800 block of 10th Street on
charges of minor consumption of
alcohol and possession of another
person’s driver’s license, police
reports said.
 Tryouts will include
running, hopping and
leaping drills
“We try to cover as
many different 
forms of dance as 
we can.”
—Jeanna McFarland
 New members get
acquainted with group’s
goals and ambitions
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5. Stone Temple Pilots – “Dancing Days,”
originally written and recorded by Led
Zeppelin. While many Zeppelin songs have
been covered and even released by hun-
dreds of different bands, STP’s version of
“Dancing Days” from the Zeppelin tribute
“Encomium” has always been one of my
favorites because I was more of an STP fan
than Zeppelin fan when the tribute was
released in 1995. Of course their roles have
reversed as I have grown older, but
“Dancing Days” has always been one of my
favorite Zeppelin songs because of this
cover. There’s a bit of irony that a Zeppelin
original makes this list considering the
British foursome’s reluctance to call some
of their classics covers. They even went to
the extent of paying blues legends large
royalties when they were clearly reworked
blues epics.
4. Nirvana – “Lake of Fire,” originally
written and recorded by Meat Puppets. It’s
pretty difficult to choose only one of
Nirvana’s covers for this list because they
have so many good ones. One of the great-
est things about Nirvana was their willing-
ness to pay respect to bands that much of
their mainstream audience was not famil-
iar with. They praised and covered The
Vaselines and the Portland, Ore., punk trio
The Wipers. And, on MTV of all places,
Nirvana played three songs by Meat
Puppets with members of the Phoenix-
formed trio on stage with them. At the
time, Nirvana was big enough that they
could do whatever they wanted just about
whenever they wanted. Of all the ‘90s
bands, only Sublime expanded their main-
stream audiences collective musical hori-
zons the way Nirvana did. However, their
self-titled greatest hits package didn’t live
up to my expectations because it failed to
include some of their harder-to-find covers.
3. The Black Crowes – “Hard To
Handle,” originally written and recorded
by Otis Redding. One could say that some
of the prominent bands in 1990 sounded
like The Black Crowes, but finding evi-
dence to prove the statement might be dif-
ficult. Although it took six years between
the band’s conception and release of their
debut album, one could also argue that
“Shake Your Money Maker” was the first
dynamite debut of the ‘90s. Unfortunately
for the Crowes, their first song that main-
stream radio jumped on was a cover. But
that’s a pessimistic look at things, and a
southern man has plenty to be grateful for.
On the other hand, it was somewhat of an
obscure cover that doesn’t even appear on
all Redding’s greatest hits packages. The
most impressive element of “Hard To
Handle” though is a tall, lanky, white man
nailed the vocals written by one of the
most celebrated soul singers of all time.
2. The Red Hot Chili Peppers – “Love
Roller Coaster,” originally written and
recorded by The Ohio Players. The Red
Hot Chili Peppers were no strangers to
covers, having released both Stevie
Wonder’s “Higher Ground” and Jimi
Hendrix’s “Fire” prior to 1990. “Love
Roller Coaster” stands as my favorite. Like
“Dancing Days,” I wasn’t familiar with the
original prior to the Chili’s version appear-
ing on “The Beavis and Butthead Do
America” soundtrack. Of course the four-
some nailed it, because who better to tack-
le a classic tune by a ‘70s-funk staple than
the undisputed innovators of funk-punk.
The Ohio Players is one of the greatest
band names of all time, and the video was
also a classic. I look forward to a Chili
Peppers greatest hits-double disc package
a few years down the road. My hope is that
it includes a heavy dose of the Hillel
Slovak and John Frusciante years, the
aforementioned covers, plus harder to find
songs like “Soul to Squeeze” from “The
Coneheads” soundtrack and a cover of The
Stooges’ “Search and Destroy” from “The
Beavis and Butthead Experience” compila-
tion.
1. Helmet – “Symptom of the Universe,”
originally written and recorded by Black
Sabbath. This cover can be difficult to find
because it appeared on the soundtrack to
the Jerky Boys movie. They made a Jerky
Boys movie? How quickly we all forgot.
Even though you probably can find many
copies of the soundtrack on the used CD
rack at Positively Fourth Street Records,
most would agree that the soundtrack was
much better than the movie. How could it
not out do the movie featuring Collective
Soul’s “Gel,” Coolio, Green Day, Wu-Tang
Clan, L7 and Helmet’s intense — and if I
remember correctly, live cover — of
Sabbath’s “Symptom of the Universe?”
This is another song that I didn’t know was
a cover for some time. By the time I got
around to finding Sabbath’s version I was a
little disappointed. For that reason
“Symptom” receives the top spot because
any band that can cover a Sabbath song —
and in my humble opinion — do it better
than the original deserves the top spot. To
my knowledge, Helmet has never released
a best-of package, so here’s a call for one
including the best of their four studio
albums, the live version of “Turned Out”
from Australia and their duet with House
of Pain from the “Judgment Night” sound-
track.
Erwin’s Picks:
5. Pantera– “Hole in the Sky,” originally
written by Black Sabbath. Many bands have
covered Black Sabbath tunes, but Pantera
offers far-and-away the best take on this
seminal metal tune. Where Ozzy’s voice
sounds thin and raspy, Pantera vocalist Phil
Anselmo’s voice soars with guttural intensi-
ty as Dimebag’s detuned riffs would surely
make Tony Iomi proud.
4. Metallica– “Last Caress/Green Hell,”
originally written and recorded by The
Misfits. The Misfits have been one of rock’s
most covered bands with good reason. While
Glen Danzig and company never had any
hits, the group’s impact is palpable in punk
and heavy metal today. Metallica’s version
adds power to the original with a wall of gui-
tars and gritty production value, adding to
James Hettfield’s take on Danzig’s signature
warble.
3. Jimi Hendrix– “Somewhere Over the
Rainbow,” originally written by Harold
Arlen. Judy Garland made the tune famous,
but Hendrix managed to make this haunting
show tune listenable. Appearing  with only
his crystalline guitar tone, Hendrix’s rendi-
tion of this “Wizard of Oz” staple showed not
only his versatility, but stripped the song
down to its core of beautiful melodies and
off-kilter harmony. 
2. Stevie Ray Vaughn– “Voodoo Chile
(Slight Return),”originally written and
recorded by Jimi Hendrix. Stevie Ray
Vaughn is the only man on earth who man-
ages to play Hendrix better than Hendrix
himself. Where Hendrix was always a little
sloppy and rooted in feedback and guitar
histrionics, Vaughn’s playing is clean almost
to a fault. Vaughn’s wah-wah inflected guitar
lines are spotless, and even the Hendrix’s
dive-bomb string bends are pulled off with
such aplomb it is tough to consider Hendrix
the king of guitar. 
Vaughn always considered himself a black
man trapped in a white man’s body, and on
“Voodoo Chile,” he brings in a bit of Seattle
by way of Austin, Texas.
1. A/C– Theme to “The A-Team,” original-
ly written by Mike Post and Pete Carpenter.
A/C has never courted publicity or main-
stream acceptance — and possibly with good
reason — but the band has become synony-
mous with brutal blasts of guitar and drums
alongside stomps and grunts. With their
cover of the theme to the classic ‘80s televi-
sion show “The A Team,” the band takes a
judiciously instrumental approach. With an
amped up and decidedly hardcore rendition
of the cult show’s theme, A/C melds popular
cultural and musical brutality beautifully. 
More Favorite Fives:
Matt Meinheit, junior journalism major
5. Rufio– “Like a Prayer”
4. Me First and the Gimmee Gimmees
“I Believe I can Fly”
3. The Ataris “The Boys of Summer”
2. New Found Glory “Somewhere Over 
the Rainbow”
1. Phish “Gin and Juice”
Next week’s Favorite Five topic:
MOVIE VILLAINS.  E-mail your lists to
eiuverge@hotmail.com
F A V O R I T E  F I V E . . .
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AIRPORT STEAKHOUSE 
“HOME OF THE ELEPHANT EAR TENDERLOIN”
open from 7am-8pm all week
• Breakfast All Day  • Burgers
• Homemade Pies  • Beef Sandwiches
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Come Worship at
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Bible Study - 9:30 am
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European Coffee
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FREE!!!
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1701 W. Main, Belleville IL
(618) 234-0833
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By Dan Valenziano
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
The Rolling Stones said you can’t
always get what you want, but the
University Board and O.A.R. dis-
agree.
The band will play at Eastern on
Nov. 2.
Joe Atamian, University Board
concert coordinator, said O.A.R.
(Of A Revolution) ranked well on
UB student surveys for potential
performers.
“We did two surveys last year,
and I believe they ranked in the top
three both times,” he said.
O.A.R.’s unique jam band style
has earned them a large fan base
not only at Eastern, but at many
other colleges across the country.
They’ve been selling out,”
Atamian said. “They’ve pretty
much sold every college campus
they’ve played.”
The band has a full concert list
on their plate. According to the
band’s Web site, www.ofarevolu-
tion.com, between Sept. 4 and 21,
the band has ten concerts sched-
uled. The closest scheduled show
in the area is in Tinley Park, Ill., on
Saturday, Sept. 6.
Atamian said UB will be selling
about 3,000 tickets for the event.
Ticket price for students is $13,
and $20 for general public.
The UB would not release the
total cost of bringing the band to
Eastern.
“Money-wise, I don’t think we’re
going to release it,” Atamian said.
Because of fire code, only 1,000
people are allowed on the floor of
Lantz arena, where the concert will
be held. Not all of those people will
be fans. That number includes the
band, the crew, police and so on.
Tickets for students go on sale at
noon Sept. 27 in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union ticket
office, and tickets for the general
public go on sale at 10 a.m. Oct. 6.
Activities editor Dan Valenziano can be
reached at cudwv@eiu.edu
By Niki Jensen
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
If Amanda Sartore has her way,
the student deans will be much
more noticeable to Eastern stu-
dents this year.  
Even now, most students are not
aware a dean position even exists,
Sartore, Student Government vice
president for academic affairs,
said last week.
“No one’s ever told me about it,”
said Kelly Bryan, sophomore
graphic design major.  “None of
my professors have ever said,
‘Hey, there’s a student dean.’”
Five student deans represent the
four academic colleges as well as
the graduate program, Sartore
said.  
Serving as the link between the
students of a college and its dean,
the student dean position allows
for a student voice to be heard among college admin-
istrators in regard to issues pertaining to a respective
college.
“It’s a high level position; just a step down from the
real dean position,” Sartore said.
She said empowering student deans is important
because it is a position that has the potential to great-
ly affect all students.
“I want to make the academic life of students the
best it (can) be,” she said.
Sartore took the first step to better publicizing the
role and purpose of the student deans by emailing the
deans of each academic college Wednesday.
Sartore said she also pitched a few ideas to the col-
lege deans concerning specific
ways to raise awareness for the
student dean position.
One idea is for all professors to
include on their class syllabuses
the name and contact information
of the student dean representing
their college, Sartore said.  This
way, everyone will know which stu-
dent he or she can go to with prob-
lems, concerns or questions
respecting his or her academic col-
lege, she said.
“If they want people to be more
aware of the student deans, it’s a
great idea,” Bryan said.  “You’re
handed the information right
there.”
Kyla Nance, a sophomore unde-
cided major, agreed with Bryan.
“This way you have the informa-
tion available from the beginning
of the year,” Nance said.  “You
don’t have to go around and search
for it.”
Before any plan or action can occur, Sartore said
she wants to wait for feedback from the deans.
“I’m going to wait to hear their responses before I
go any further,” Sartore said.
At Wednesday’s Student Senate meeting Sartore
said she needs to fill the student  dean positions.
Applications are available in the Student Activities
Center in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
and will be due by 4 p.m. Sept. 12.
Student Editor Niki Jensen can be reached at
niki153@aol.com
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FREE CRISIS-INTERVENTION TRAINING
Sexual Assault Counseling
& Information Service
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victims of sexual assault.
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Call office 348-5033 from 8am - 5pm Mon-Fri
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Come and join the men of Phi Kappa Theta
This Saturday, 9/6/03 from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
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We will be at 1524 3rd St.
For Information or a Ride call
345-7884, 345-4371, or 708-935-3891
Ask for Marty, Aaron or Ben
It’s Really Something
to CROAK About!
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By Jennifer Chiariello
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
MTV’s “Fraternity Life” and
“Sorority Life” shows have
sparked mixed reactions of Greek
life.
Bob Dudolski, director of Greek
Life, said the shows are an inaccu-
rate portrayal of the Greek com-
munity.
“It’s a completely inaccurate
portrayal of Greek life,” Dudolski
said. None of the organizations on
the show are national fraternities
or sororities.
“They are local organizations
just like the chess club on cam-
pus,” he said.
Dudolski said one of the organi-
zations in New York that aired was
formed only a year before the
show aired and was shut down at
the university shortly after.
Dudolski said he has spoken
nationally to sponsors of the show,
and some have pulled out. Greek
101 pulled out of advertising after
MTV refused to change their air-
ing policy. The clothing supplier
thought the shows demonstrated
an inaccurate portrayal of Greek
life.
“It’s like a lot of reality TV
shows,” Dudolski said. “It was
staged.”
Dudolski said TV creates drama
to shock viewers and make the
show appealing.
Some members of Eastern’s
Greek community feel the show is
inaccurate.
“Compared to Eastern, it’s a dif-
ferent Greek atmosphere,” said
Bob Aikens, a junior accounting
major and member of Delta Tau
Delta. “...  MTV is more expen-
sive.”
Amber Reed, a senior marketing
major and National Panhellenic
Council President, said organiza-
tions on the MTV shows “don’t
have national leadership positions
or opportunities National
Panhellenic Council sororities
have.”
Matt Kulp, a junior marketing
major and member of Delta Tau
Delta said, “With most frats, we
have community service, philan-
thropy. There’s a lot of stuff they
(MTV) are missing completely,”
Kulp said. “It lacks what fraterni-
ties are actually about.”
“I think, like the Real World,
MTV causes situations,” said
Laura Becker, a senior family and
consumer sciences major and
Gamma Chi member.
Becker added, unlike the show,
“It’s not all about partying.”
Aiken said although the Greek
community as a whole on both
“Fraternity Life” and “Sorority
Life” is an inaccurate portrayal,
the behavior on “Sorority Life” is
fairly accurate.
“‘Sorority Life’ is  totally accu-
rate because those girls are vicious
to each other,” Aikens said. There
are some differences, but “then I
saw the girls are so catty and snap-
py and thought there it is.”
“I think the show and the way
they act is fake, but I also think
girls in sororities are fake toward
each other,” said a female fresh-
men elementary education major
wishing to be unnamed. “It’s all for
show, and they all judge each
other.” The student is not a mem-
ber of a sorority.
Some non-Greek students on
campus dislike the concept of a
sorority, but do not believe MTV
has accurately portrayed their
behavior.
“I’m not paying for my friends.
I’ve already made my friends. But
I have a friend in a sorority, and the
show is all drama,” said a female
sophomore psychology major.
“People are just joining it (the
organizations) for MTV.”
Campus editor Jennifer Chiariello can
be reached at cujc7@eiu.edu
MTV’s Greek shows hit and miss portrayal of greek life
Student Deans:
 are the communication link
between the students and dean
of the  respective college
 head the academic college’s
Student Advisory Council that
deals with student problems
concerning the college
 represent the College of
Sciences, College of Education
and Professional Studies,
College of Arts and Humanities,
Lumpkin College of Business
and Applied Sciences and the
graduate school
according to the 2003 Student
Government application
Student dean awareness pushed
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
Many Greek students on campus do not feel that MTV’s “Frat Life” depict Greek life accurately.  
Surveys, large fan base
cited for O. A. R. booking
“We did two surveys
last year, and I believe
they ranked in the top
three both times.”
—Joe Atamian
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Marty’s is available for Sat Beer
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call 345-2171 to reserve yours today
open
11am
4 out of 5
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Reading The Daily Eastern News can prevent boredom
Trip changes perspectives, lives
Photos and story By Colin McAuliffe
STAFF WRITER
With sweat already pouring down my
brow and a lion staring me down from 20
feet away, I cautiously stepped out of the
Land Rover.  
“I wouldn’t do that if I were you,” the
tour guide said. “Even though there is an
electric fence there, I still won’t do that
unless they are asleep.”
I have always dreaded returning to
school, but not because of the obvious
school work grind. 
I never had a really exciting summer
that would stick out in people’s minds.
Hanging out with friends and working was
the extent of my usual summers until this
past one. This summer would be the one
where I was looking forward to returning
to school and waiting for that infamous
question, “how was your summer?” or
“what did you do with your break?”  
I spent four weeks in Africa. this past
summer and it was a life-changing experi-
ence. I, along with five other students and
one teacher-student, were lead by assistant
Eastern English professor Dagni Bredesen
through Cape Town, South Africa. The pro-
gram, sponsored by the English and histo-
ry departments at Eastern, looked at
nation-building in the new South Africa.  
The group looked at how the citizens and
government were surviving in post-
Apartheid South Africa and we were able
to soak up many of the sights and sounds of
the city.  
Cape Town and the other areas of South
Africa are lands of extremes, to say the
least. There is the extreme beauty of
nature and the animals, but also extreme
poverty as seen in the townships, where
almost all of the poor black and “colored”
people live. “Colored” people were consid-
ered Asian, Indian or mix and lived largely
in impoverished regions in the city.
The trip was the best way to learn about
history and literature, hands on and up
close.  
Everyday was always something new;
traveling around, seeing this, or learning
about that. When the group was not actual-
ly learning from books or lectures, we
were learning in through experience. One
day we were sightseeing, followed by a half
a day of lectures, followed by an evening of
fine dining on a variety of African cuisine.  
A few afternoons were spent in the town-
ships or ghettos of Cape Town learning
about how many people were forced to
move there under the Apartheid govern-
ment. 
The time spent in the townships for me
was extremely difficult seeing the poverty
that so many people lived in. 
On one trip into the townships, we saw
tradition Xhosa dancers. Their movements
and chants sent chills down my spine that
will most likely not be experienced any
time soon.  
The group did a home stay and lived with
certain families in different townships.
The family myself and another girl stayed
with were wonderful with the hospitality
and kindness they showed us. One negative
aspect occurred while watching television
with the children as they were eager to
watch Jerry Springer. All I could do was
repeatedly tell them that not all Americans
are like people seen on Springer. It’s true,
not all male Americans are leaving their
girlfriends because they have been cheat-
ing on them with their younger brothers.  
The following day was spent at a high
school and elementary school in one of the
townships.  
The group split up to go to different
classrooms for a Cape City educational
experience. The class I was in had 51 stu-
dents crammed into a room with no heat.
The 50-degree Fahrenheit room was full of
students with gloves, scarves and jackets.
Cement floors did not help either.  
When the group went to the elementary
school, we saw much of the same; cold
cement floors with children overflowing in
classrooms with no heat.  
A few days were spent farther within the
country at the Garden Route Game Lodge.
The group went on a safari and saw rhinos,
zebras, cheetahs, spring buck, giraffes and
lions so close you could touch them.  The
next day was spent seeing more of the
beauty South Africa has to offer.  I, along
with one of the girls bungee-jumped off a
bridge.  We stopped in Moussel Bay, which
is the oldest European (Dutch) settlement
in South Africa.  
The group saw beautiful scenery at
many parks and preserves, including the
most breathtaking place called the Heads
in Knysna. The beauty included a 50-foot
waterfall and wide range of colorful flow-
ers and tress, even though it was winter.  
Our tour guide, Andre, looked at me and
asked, “I wonder how long it will be until
they start charging for such wonderful
views?”      
The group was assigned four books to
read from local authors dealing with issues
in different areas such as rape in current
South Africa, forced removals in Cape
Town in the 70s, and Nelson Mandela’s
autobiography “Long Walk to Freedom.” 
The trip also included excursions to muse-
ums and various educational spots. We
spent a night on Robben Island, the island
where Mandela was in jail on for 18 years
of his 27-year political imprisonment.  
The group had a few lectures from guest
speakers as well. One was from a history
professor at one of the local colleges. 
Another speaker was from a group
called the National Association of
Democratic Lawyers (NADEL). NADEL is
a human rights research project t watching
the government closely. They research any
piece of legislation act and compare it in
poor communities. She spoke to us about
her role and NADEL’s role in looking at
bills and laws and how it will affect people
on the lower end of the economic spectrum.
She told us South Africa is not a well-bud-
geted country. 
Even with all the advantages and the
government being the most democratic in
the world, there is still a long way to go.  
One thing was certain that where ever
the group went, everyone, regardless of
socioeconomic background, was very posi-
tive and looked to the future.  They were
positive about where the government was
taking the people of South Africa. Many
people were eager to talk to Americans and
see what we thought about their country.  
Many people were curious as to see what
we have observed and our views on their
country. Many more wanted to discuss the
current events the American military was
facing in Iraq.  All were eager to state their
disliking for President Bush.  It was inter-
esting to note how poor many people were,
but were knowledgeable about the rest of
the world, not just in their country.      
While in Cape Town, a group of
Congressmen from the US, came to look
at AIDS facilities.  Congress recently
passed a bill giving Africa $15 billion for
AIDS.  The congressmen came over to see
what areas needed more money than
other places, who was desperate for the
money and who didn’t need it as bad as
others.  
After the trip, the group, including Amo
Houghton from New York, Marion Berry
from Georgia and Ray LaHood of Illinois’
18th District,discussed their findings in
an unofficial conference open to select
press, that I was fortunate to sit in on.  
The trip was a reflective journey. Not
only was I reflecting on my surroundings,
I was reflecting about myself. Some of
the questions I had concerning myself
and my goals in life were answered. 
I know that upon graduation I will be
enlisting in the Peace Corps, potentially
going back to Africa or possibly going
somewhere in Asia. Still, many questions
remain unanswered. I am still uncertain
what I will do after that– go to grad
school, get a job at a newspaper, live the
rest of my life as a hermit– I am not sure.  
The trip was definitely worth it to any-
one looking to study abroad. If you get the
chance to study out of the country take it,
you will won’t regret it.  Getting six
semester hours of credit in history for
seeing part of the world  I really wanted
to and learning all about the culture first
hand, is definitely worth it.  
Top: Traditional Xhosan dancers perform for the group in the township of Guguletu
Bottom:  An elementary school room in Guguletu with cement floors and no heating in 50-
degree weather.  
It seems like the university’s radio and televi-
sion stations have found part of a solution to a
problem previously left up to the Eastern’s admin-
istration to decide.
WEIU announced last week it would voluntarily
take a cut of $600,000 over a three-year period
from the school’s appropriations. And they did it
for the good of the university.
Since the station is already in good fiscal condi-
tion, general manager Rick Sailors said WEIU’s
sacrifice will help the
university offset budget
difficulties. 
State higher education
received $73.3 million
less this fiscal year than
the financial year 2003,
with Eastern seeing a
$4.27 million decrease in
funds.
The icing on the cake
is the station’s own budg-
et won’t be cut. There
also are plans to add
more channels and pro-
gramming that will help
make up for less university funding.
Sailors has said the new plans will lead to finan-
cial growth, corporate sponsorship and underwrit-
ing.
Who knew taking budget cuts could be so posi-
tive? 
If there is no obvious downside to losing
$600,000, why didn’t university administrators see
the possibility among ongoing planning for the
state’s budget crisis?
Other university departments can be looking at
their own budgets for ways to give back.
Sometimes, it’s hard to give consent to even losing
money for extra office supplies, but WEIU found
ways to pinch in the mist of a conversion to digi-
tal signals. The switch is required by the Federal
Communication Commission.
However, the station is fortunate to have sever-
al outside sources of funds besides the university. 
The FCC requirement will mostly be paid for
by state and federal appropriations. The
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, corporate
sponsorship and a variety of other donors also
contribute to the station’s cash flow.
Last spring, the administration held sessions
with departments and organizations on campus
when Eastern really started to explore the dam-
age the state’s $6 billion deficit would have on the
university.
Whether or not WEIU is a monetary hero, other
departments can at least stop and maybe take a
second look at their funding.
There are events in an indi-
vidual’s life or institution’s
history that test our ability to
cope, our determination and
strength to recover and our
commitment and dedication
to continue and prosper.
Two weeks ago, the World
Wide Web was attacked with
three of the most sophisticat-
ed viruses, one after the
other, each weakening the
system further with the most
devastating in the history of
the network. 
This was a plague that sys-
tematically attached the older
and most modern systems
alike, rendering them ineffec-
tive, causing havoc in com-
munications world wide by
penetrating a majority of sys-
tems’ protective devices.
Presently, Eastern’s network
operates with one of the old
systems.
Information Technology
Services (ITS) staff were
faced with the most challeng-
ing task ever; to reestablish
the connection for 3600 com-
puters on campus, some in
areas such as registration,
the business office and envi-
ronmental control, all of
which are critical to the uni-
versity’s operations, particu-
larly at the start of the
semester when network traf-
fic is the highest.
The ITS technical staff met
the challenge by dividing
themselves into groups of 24
hour shifts including
Saturday and Sunday, sys-
tematically checking every
building's system with priori-
ties given to critical offices
and the task of bringing them
online.
That was an impressive
demonstration of coopera-
tion, collaboration, skill and
patience. They encountered
many systems’ technical dif-
ficulties and impatience of
those who were frustrated
with their inability to connect
to the network. ITS help lines
also were overwhelmed by
inquiries.
ITS restored access
throughout campus faster
than many could be expected
on even modern systems.
Physical Science was one
of the last buildings where a
network connection was
established. Our faculty sent
a card to the ITS staff
expressing their gratitude
for the staff’s superb work,
and by no means were we
alone. Employees like the ITS
staff bring recognition and a
great reputation to high rank-
ing institutions they serve,
like ours.
I feel priveleged to have
colleagues like them facilitat-
ing us in meeting our respon-
sibilities.  By this time next
year, we will have a $6 million
network, one of the most
modern in the country.
We owe this to the wisdom
and generosity of our stu-
dents who each pay $48.50
per semester for these bene-
fits.
Alan Baharlou Ph.D
Chair of of geology/geography
department 
What’s the most coveted seat at
Eastern?
Is it that front-row, 50-yard line
seat in O’Brien Stadium? Or a
floor seat in Lantz Arena so close
you hear every word in the team
huddle?
Nope. Not even close. 
The hottest seat, in fact, has
nothing to do with sports–
although the gap might be clos-
ing. 
Answer: the front-row seats of
many of the general education
classes this fall.
Huh?
Just think about it. The number
of students is up, and the money
supplied by the state to fund pro-
grams and pay professors is
down. 
Don’t get me wrong, I have no
problem attending classes dense-
ly populated or paying a higher
tuition, but the fact remains, with
larger class size averages, the
unobstructed view of the front
row is a luxury that’s growing in
demand.
“By sitting up front, you don’t
have as much to focus on,”
Russell Gruber, a psychology pro-
fessor, said. “You’re more likely
to focus on what’s in front of you.”
Case in point. I arrived in
Coleman Hall Wednesday for a
political science at 11:53 a.m.
expecting the classroom to be
spotted with a few enthusiastic
students. Upon stepping into the
jam-packed room, 40 heads
turned and 80 eyes stared as I
made my entrance.
Worse off, as I made my way to
the far right corner of the class-
room, it just so happened the
token 6-feet-7 behemoth had
effectively done a “total eclipse
of the professor.” Oh, and it
smelled like he hadn’t showered.
I almost always sit in the front
row in all of my classes. Usually, I
can see the nose hairs of my pro-
fessor. For 50 minutes Wednesday
afternoon, however, all I saw was
the back of a 3XL “Hooters:
Delightfully Tacky, Yet
Unrefined” shirt. My notes were
terrible and I couldn’t concen-
trate. I noticed people chewing
gum, a dropped pencil and the
pretty blonde in row No. 6. And
not the professor.
The back row sucks.
Keep in mind, I showed up
seven minutes early for class
many of the seats were taken.
Could attending a general educa-
tion class soon evolve into high
demand, low supply of a big-time
sporting event? 
I doubt any student will camp
out in Coleman to nab the front-
row seat for an 8 a.m. English
class any time soon, but showing
up 10 minutes early might not be
out of the question. 
What’s the big deal with sitting
in the front row anyways? The
second-row isn’t that far away.
Some students could care less
where they sit, or even, what
grades they receive because, “C’s
get degrees.” 
Showing up for class is an
accomplishment, whether stu-
dents sit two feet away or 200, but
sitting in the back  just isn’t for
me.
I enjoy the pressure sitting in
the front row has. I like knowing
if I fall asleep, the professor will
probably wake me up. Best yet, a
certain level of familiarity is
established with professors who,
under different circumstances,
may only remember your name
or identify you as “the guy in the
back row who drools on the
desk.” 
Because sitting closer to the
action in a classroom, not unlike a
sporting event, is better. It’s the
view. It’s being a participator and
not a spectator. 
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Tim Martin
Administration
editor and
monthly 
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
He also is a
sophomore 
journalism major 
He can be reached at 
noles_acc@yahoo.com
Benefits of sitting front and center
O P I N I O N
E D I T O R I A L
ITS staff deserve srecognition, respect
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“I almost always sit
in the front row in all
of my classes.
Usually, I can see the
nose hairs of my 
professor... I enjoy the
pressure sitting in the
front row has.”
Editorial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor
jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
WEIU was able to
cut $600,000 from its
budget and 
recirculate said 
funding through the
university
Our stance
The station’s altruism
is encouraged, but
other departments
should be scouring
budgets to do the
same for Eastern.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
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By Kelly McCabe
A S S O C I A T E  V E R G E  E D I T O R
Although Scott Ducar’s goal of
world domination for his band
The Rural Kings may seem out of
reach right now, the band takes
their first step toward their goal
in its official debut show at
Friends & Co. Friday night. The
band has played a “mini-show”
during acoustic nights at Friends,
but this is the first full set the
band will play, according to band
member Marty Scott.
The Rural Kings features both
Eastern students and professors
from various Charleston bands.
Scott said the band is more
focused because its members are
all “seasoned and a little older.”
He said that since they have all
been area bands previously, when
the band gets together and prac-
tices, they’re very focused on the
task at hand.
“Everybody in the band has
been in the Charleston music
scene for quite a few years,” said
drummer Ducar, who is also in the
surf-punk trio, Hit Gone Bad. 
Scott, on guitar and vocals, and
Bob “Uncle Filthy” Zordani, play-
ing harp and singing backup
vocals, are both assistant profes-
sors in the English department.
Lead guitarist Jeff Aranowski has
played in Broken Handle and
Sippy and the Assasins; bassist
Kevin Farrell has previously been
in Dead Sea Scrolls.
Although there is an age differ-
ence between band members,
Ducar said they all have some-
what similar music tastes and the
members are all “pretty eclectic”
in taste.  
While Ducar describes the band
as a “folky alt-country blues
band,” he said songs vary from
“blues stomps” to songs when the
guitarist uses a slide featuring  a
country twang.
The Rural Kings’ material is
half originals, with most songs
written by Scott, and the other
half are covers.  They cover
everything from Bob Dylan’s “All
Along the Watchtower” to Elvis’
“Mystery Train” to “Poncho and
Lefty” by Willie Nelson. And
while the band will do a number
of covers, Ducar said the band
plans to keep their integrity, and
their goal is to be able to do an
hour set of all originals.
For those curious about the
status of Hit Gone Bad, Ducar
said they have to debrief an
agent who just returned from a
special mission.  So keep your
eyes open for more develop-
ments.
As for The Rural Kings’ plans
for the future, the band has
shows scheduled at Friends and
the Uptowner in the upcoming
months.  Until then, catch Rural
Kings at Friends & Co. where
they will begin their campaign
for world domination.
The Rural Kings to debut ‘folky alt-country blues’
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  
The Rural Kings to perform Friday at Friends & Co.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 21)-  You’ve
been thinking a lot lately about
yourself and what truly makes you
happy, dear Virgo.  Regardless of
others’ advice, know what you are
passionate about and what makes
you the person you are striving to
be.  Trust your instincts in every sit-
uation.   If it’s not you, don’t  reach
for it.  If it is, don’t let it go.   
Libra (Sept. 22-Oct. 22)-  Don’t
underestimate your abilities this
weekend, dear Libra.  If you put
your mind to it, any goal you set for
yourself can be accomplished.
Nothing great in life is ever
achieved without enthusiasm or
ambition.  Get out there!
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)-  Lately,
you’ve been having conflict with
family and friends, dear Scorpio.
Don’t be afraid to tell them how you
feel or what you think this weekend.
Confronting certain issues will only
make you feel relaxed and comfort-
ed, knowing that you spoke your
opinion and were honest with your-
self.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)-
Just because things are going well
for you now, dear Sagittarius, don’t
be too careful about your actions.
Don’t get so wrapped up in your
own success that you forget about
the importance of others’.
Character is an admirable quality-
don’t let people lose sight of the per-
son you intend to be.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)-
Know that there is no “one” philoso-
phy to life, nor one “right” answer.
The  answers lie within you.  Make
sense of the gifts you’ve been given
and use them to the best of your
ability.  Seize each moment, chal-
lenge every opportunity and
become the change you want to see
in the world.  
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 17)- Ask 
yourself what you hope to learn
from life this weekend, dear
Aquarius, and what you plan to give
back.  Be grateful for what you’ve
been given and realize how lucky
you are. Value your life and truly
“live” it for all it’s worth.
Pisces (Feb. 18-March 19)- You
are beginning to create a new mas-
terpiece of your own, dear Pisces,
and this weekend new ideas will
seem to be coming from every
angle.  Pay attention to what you
value and believe in, and use those
qualities to your advantage.    
Aries (March 20-April 19)- You
have been putting too much strain
on yourself, dear Aries,  and this
weekend it will finally start to slow
you down.  If you don’t start taking
care of yourself now, your potential
will not shine through and your
strength will be weakened.  Know
your limits and what your body can
handle.  
Taurus (April 20-May 19)- You
have the choice this weekend, dear
Taurus.  You can avoid the chal-
lenge that you’ve been afraid to
take, feeling safe and comforted, or
you can meet the challenge head on
and dare to experience the
unknown.  There is an incredible
adventure awaiting you.  It is up to
you to discover it.
Gemini (May 20-June 20)-  Love
and relationships will become your
focus this weekend, dear Gemini,
and your current situation may
leave you wondering what qualities
are important to focus upon.  Don’t
let other’s negative comments turn
you away from someone you love or
care about.  Trust your heart and
yourself- you will be left with a
clear vision of what’s right for you.  
Cancer (June 21-July 21)- Be
weary of who your friends are this
weekend, dear Cancer.  Trust the
people who are close to you, but
never be too certain to question
their actions.  Although their inten-
tions may be sincere, they could
cause more trouble for you in the
long run.  
Leo ( July 22-Aug 22)- You will
feel on top of the world this week-
end,  dear Leo.  It’s almost as if noth-
ing can go wrong.  Your zest and
energy for life will take over a part
of you  that you were beginning to
think was lost.  Seize this opportuni-
ty to re-discover your passion and
don’t be afraid to let go.
editor’s note: Amber is only a psychic-
in-training.  Horoscopes are not guaran-
teed
By Amber Jenne
V E R G E  E D I T O R
Look to the stars to determine your weekend
Need money for
clothes?
Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money! 
FREDDY VS. JASON (R)Daily 7:00, FRI  SAT
9:50, SAT SUN MAT 2:15
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN (PG13)
Daily 6:45,FRI  SAT 9:50, SAT SUN MAT 2:00
DICKIE ROBERTS:  FORMER CHILD STAR
(PG13) Daily 4:00, 6:45, 9:15,  SAT
SUN MATINEE 1:15
FREAKY FRIDAY (PG) Daily 4:15, 6:30,
9:00, SAT SUN MATINEE 1:00
JEEPERS CREEPERS II (R) Daily 5:15,
7:45,10:10, SAT SUN MATINEE 2:15
OPEN RANGE (R) Daily 3:45, 7:00,
10:00,  SAT SUN MATINEE 12:45
S.W.A.T. (PG13) Daily 4:30, 7:15, 9:55
SAT SUN MATINEE 1:30
SEABISCUIT (PG13) Daily 5:00, 8:15, 
SAT SUN MATINEE 1:45
THE ORDER (R) Daily 5:30, 8:00,10:20,
SAT SUN MATINEE 2:30
UPTOWN GIRLS (PG-13) Daily 4:45, 
7:30, 9:45, SAT SUN MATINEE 2:00
get lucky in business
advertise 581-2816
Friday Night
Double Down Night
*IBP Club Members Receive 
Double Discount*
Saturday Night
Ladies Night 
$1.50 Domestic Bottles
*IBP Club Members Receive 20% off 
Everything in the House*
Charleston Lanes
Coupon Good for 1 Free game
(1 coupon per person per visit)
Ph# 345-6630 ex: 9-30-03
Treasure Island Furniture
NEW, USED, NEW CLOSE-OUTS
10% off with
Student I.D.
620 West State 
(7 blocks w. of Dairy Queen)
10-5 Mon-Fri
10-2 Saturday
Closed Sunday
348-1041
OIL CHANGE, LUBE & FILTER
KENDALL or MOBILE OIL
VANS, TRUCKS & SUV’s $18.95
FREE Winter, Tire, & Safety Inspection
Charleston   417 Madison Ave.   345-2130
must present coupon   expires 9/30/03
and Auto Service Inc.
$12.95
Tired of relying on other 
people for rides?  Need money
for  transportation?
ADVERTISE IN THE DEN
LOCATION:
3 MILES EAST OF
RT 130
ON RT 33
DRIVE IN PHONE:
618-455-3100
FAIRVIEW DRIVE IN
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY
1st Feature: FREAKY FRIDAY PG
2nd Feature: SEABISCUIT PG-13
Start 8:00pm
Adults $4   Children $2
Celebrating our 50th Year
Cash drawing held every Saturday night thru
September 27th, $600 if present $500 if not present.
Register to win each visit. Restrictions apply.  
www.neweratheater.com
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We’ve got the 
prescription for a 
successful
business...
ADVE RTI SE
IN THE DEN
Happy Anniversary!
Have An Awesome Day!
I love you so much!
~Laura
R S O
H O M E -
C O M I N G
M E E T I N G
Tues., Sept. 9- 9:30pm
Lefty
’s
Holle
r
SATURDAY
BEAN BAG TOURNAMENT
STARTS @ 2 P.M.
$5 ENTRY FEE PER TEAM
WIN ABEAN BAGSET!
$2.00 16oz MILLER LITE CANS
CASH PRIZES
By Dan Renick
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Recreation administration majors now have two more
courses in the curriculum to choose from.
The Council on Academic Affairs unanimously approved
the courses Thursday.
Leisure Education and Facilitation Techniques and
Planning and Design of Leisure Facilities were added to the
Department of Recreation Administration to meet accredi-
tation standards. 
“The  planning and design course will combine the current
design course with an aquatic design course,” said Bill
Higelmire, chair of the department of recreation adminis-
tration. 
The combination of courses will change the credit hours
awarded from three to four credit hours. The writing-active
course will eliminate one Physical Education credit require-
ment for the major.
The Leisure Education and Facilitation Techniques course
will be a required course for therapeutic recreation major,
and an elective to other recreation majors. The course will
decrease the required business hours for Therapeutic
Majors from six to three.
The CAA approved the content of both these courses, but
there was discussion on the word usage of the proposals. The
usage problems of the words “evaluate” and “assess” were
brought up last year. 
The current proposal refers to how a student’s achieve-
ments are assessed, but they want to clarify the proposal to
refer to student evaluation. 
The CAA will not meet next Thursday.
By Carly Mullady
C I T Y  E D I T O R
One year ago, West Nile Virus fears were
buzzing around the state.
One year later, deaths have lessened and
so has the risk.
According to Daniel Stretch, director of
environmental health for the Coles County
Health Department, there were almost 900
cases of West Nile Virus that contributed to
66 deaths in Illinois last year.
“Last I heard, there have only been two
cases in Illinois this year,” Stretch said.
He attributed the significant difference to
environmental changes.
“This is a totally different type of year,
weather-wise,” Stretch said. “Last year was
hot and dry which was ideal for culex mos-
quitoes; this year is much different.”
The Culex mosquito is the primary trans-
mitter of the virus to humans, horses and
birds, Stretch said.
The city of Charleston is contributing to
area virus prevention efforts in a couple
ways, said Mayor Dan Cougill.
“We do fogging throughout town,” Cougill
said, “sometimes as often as twice a week.”
The city also fogs before special events--
for example, before the weekly community
band concerts Thursdays at Kiwanis Park.
Code enforcement inspectors carefully
watch for old tires or anything that could be
breeding grounds for mosquitoes, he said.
The city will continue to fog until mosqui-
to season is over.
Last year, the area saw a damp spring and
hot, dry summer, which prevented the natu-
ral flow of water and led to the still, stagnant
water where mosquitoes lay eggs.
“The culex is a container breeder,” Stretch
said. “It stays in the area of where it’s
hatched.”
To keep mosquitoes away from residential
areas, Stretch advised that residents get rid
of areas where they can breed. “I’d have
owners eliminate anything that holds water.”
Old tires, trash, bottles, cans and kiddie
pools can hold stagnant water and provide
breeding grounds for the culex mosquito.
Stretch also recommended keeping gut-
ters and bird baths clean.
For individual prevention, Stretch said the
best approach is staying indoors around
dusk and dawn.
For those who cannot avoid venturing out-
side, long sleeved shirts, long pants and
insect repellent containing DEET are best
for escaping mosquito bites.
Stretch said insect repelling candles and
torches have a moderate effect on mosqui-
toes.
“Mosquitoes are basically repelled by the
smoke, so they work if you want to smoke
out your whole yard,” he said. “Bug zappers
don’t work well either. They draw mosqui-
toes, so they actually make it worse.”
Beyond individual and residential
attempts, the health department and city
have joined  efforts to avoid another West
Nile outbreak.
“As a county, we just ended our mosquito
surveillance program,” Stretch said.
The health department hired a specialist
to identify risk sites and try to prevent
breeding.
“We applied larvacide to potential breed-
ing sites,” he said. “That should carry us
hopefully to the first frost.”
City Editor Carly Mullady can be reached at
LoisLayne83@aol.com.
City effort, environment cited for lower West Nile cases
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
West Nile Virus is less dangerous this year due to the change in weather from last year.
Two ‘leisure’ courses added to recreation administration
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When communicating about
sex with another person, espe-
cially a dating partner, it’s
important to make sure that all
parties involved are on the same
page. If asked, “who have you
had sex with?”, some might pro-
vide answers to those they have
only had intercourse with and
forego providing answers about
those they have had oral-genital
sexual contact with. While anal
and vaginal intercourse are con-
sidered riskier sexual activities,
it is important to realize sexual-
ly transmitted infections can be
spread by fellatio and cunnulin-
gus (oral pleasure to a female),
as well as mutual masturbation.
Our second expert opinion
comes from former adult film
star and Eastern graduate Calli
Cox, now a publicist for Shane’s
World productions.
A: I supposeanything involving
penetration is technically sexual
contact. Personally, I think
there’s a big difference between
giving someone oral and full-
blown intercourse. It’s different
sexually, it’s different mentally
and it’s differentemotionally.
I think most girls put a lot more into
it, emotionally, if their going to have
sexual intercourse with someone.
Our second question comes
from a 21-year-old male student.
Q:  Can “swallowing” during
oral sex be dangerous over time?
Are there any dangers in anal
sex?
Our first expert opinion comes
from Davidson. 
A: It is important to realize that
most sexually transmitted infec-
tions can be transmitted through
oral sex, and a latex barrier
method (e.g. condom or a rubber
dam) should be used to minimize
risk. It is also important to
realize that it is unsafe to blow air
into the vagina or on the penis dur-
ing oral sex. Doing so may result
in bacteria being forced into these
orifices, or injury might result. 
While I have spoken about phys-
ical dangers, it is also important to
make sure that both you and your
partner are willing and consenting
to oral sex, or any other sexual
act. If your partner feels as if
they are being forced, manipulat-
ed, or convinced to participate
against their will, there can be
several negative emotions that
result, negatively impacting their
sexuality, the current relation-
ship, and any future relationship
they might have. 
Whether or not the act of oral sex
is dangerous over time depends
upon many different variables.
Some of these variables include:
if the two partners are monoga-
mous, if unsafe sexual behaviors
with others prior to or during the
current relationship exist, if latex
barrier methods are being used
during the oral sex acts, and if there
is 100 percent consent and willing-
ness without force or pressure
any time that the act is per-
formed. 
It is important to know that sex-
ually transmitted infections can
be transmitted by oral sex. For
example, there are two basic
types of herpes: one transmitted
orally and the other transmitted
genitally. Decades ago, we saw
little crossover between the two.
Over the past 20 years, we have
seen an increase of genital herpes
associated with the oral transmis-
sion. If the male has a sexually
transmitted infection and gives it
to his partner, that person can
develop blisters, sores, etc. on the
mouth and throat. 
In addition to using a condom
or other form of latex barrier, its
important to maintain proper oral
hygiene. The party giving the
oral sex should floss and brush on
a regular basis, but avoid doing so
24 hours before having oral sex.
Brushing and flossing may cause
irritation and cuts and scrapes in
the mouth which can provide a
direct transmission route for the
bacteria and viruses that cause
STI’s to enter the blood stream. 
It is also important to avoid
having the penis hit the back of
the throat really hard. As with
brushing, it may irritate the back
of the throat, making the tissue
more absorbent, providing an eas-
ier access for bacteria and virus-
es to enter the bloodstream. 
There is the possibility that one
can be allergic to ejaculate. If so,
the allergic person can experi-
ence symptoms that range from
redness and swelling to having
difficulty breathing. If such
symptoms develop, the individual
should probably not swallow. 
As long as the person ejaculat-
ing does not have a sexually
transmitted infection, there
should be little harm in swallow-
ing the ejaculate. While sperm,
which makes up roughly five per-
cent of the ejaculate, does contain
more protein than a porkchop,
and roughly averages 25-35 calo-
ries per ejaculate, there should be
no worry about excess protein
deposits. As for constantly swal-
lowing, the effects should be no
different than that of eating. 
There are some myths that say
that swallowing semen will clear up
acne, induce an aphrodisiac feeling
that causes the person ingesting
the semen to enjoy sex more, as
well as increasing a women’s breast
size. These are all myths and
urban legends that should not be
repeated or reinforced. 
Our second expert opinion
comes from the web site
(http://talksexwithsue.com) of
Sue Johanson, a sexual educator,
counselor and registered nurse.
Johanson is the host of Talk Sex
with Sue Johanson, a live-phone
in program airing on Oxygen
TV.
A: When it comes to HIV, per-
forming oral sex on a male was
initially thought to be a safe
activity.  However, developing
research over the years shows
that it is not.  It is a “medium”
risk activity, and the virus can
enter tiny abrasions in the mouth,
such as those from brushing your
gums and teeth before sex.  Play
it safe- use a condom.  Ejaculate
won’t hurt you, but it is definitely
a required taste and many people
prefer not to have it in their
mouth.  If your partner has an
infection, you may not be aware
and she may not know either, so
you must be responsible for your
own sexual health.  
On the other hand, anal sex is
very controversial and a very
sensitive topic amongst many
mature people, but it is also high
risk behavior.  First- the mucous
membrane lining of the rectum
is not as heavy as the lining of
the vagina, so it can tear quite
easily and does not heal as quick-
ly.  Because feces, loaded with
bacteria, are passing by, any tear
is vulnerable to infection.  
The vigorous thrusting that
may occur during anal inter-
course can tear the mucous mem-
brane, which can develop into an
anal abscess that can become
infected.  Also, if your partner
has any of the sexual transmitted
diseases (STD’s), then you could
get infected from the tear.
A tear up in the rectum can
become infected and gradually
extend down to past the sphinc-
ter, outside the body.  It’s called
a “fissure,” and means, if you
had diarrhea, you have no con-
trol.  Or, a small tear can gradu-
ally extend out through the wall
of the bowel and form a channel
across, through and into a near-
by organ.  That’s called a “fistu-
la,” and it would allow feces to
flow from the rectum into the
vagina and out.  Repairing tears,
fissures and fistulas is delicate
surgery and recovery can be
long and painful.  
The best prevention is “don’t
go there.”  But if you do decide
to try it, you and your partner
must talk about it beforehand
and agree on these points:
* Your partner must be very, very
gentle, absolutely no forced pene-
tration and no vigorous thrusting.
* You must use lots and lots of
good lubrication.
* Use a well-lubricated con-
dom without spermicide, other-
wise the rectum can be irritated.
* Never shift from anal sex
back to vaginal sex without chang-
ing condoms.  Feces can end up in
the vagina and cause infections.  
Reactions from the crowd
By Amee Bohrer
FEATURES EDITOR
Q: “Is oral sex just a prelude to
intercourse, or is it ‘sex’ in itself?”
“It’s in its own category- I think
they are two totally different things.”
— Tamrin Roscoe, junior jour-
nalism major
“It’s like a subtitle of sex.”
—  Blair Holly, freshman mar-
keting major
“I think it can be sex all by itself.
You can get a girl off like that.” 
—  Steven Hill, cast member
of ‘Real World: Las Vegas’
Q:  “What do you think about
anal sex? Would you do it?”
“It’s gross and nasty!
— Tamrin Roscoe
“I don’t see why any young,
straight male would want to do it.”—
Linnea Kacanowski, junior commu-
nications disorders sciences major
“I personally have never done
it. I have no desire to.”       —
Blair Holly
“I hadn’t done it until Las Vegas;
the lure is that it’s taboo. It’s all fun,
something different, but afterward,
you really need to take a shower.”—
Steven Hill
Sex:
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risks are eliminated.
“I definitely don’t want Eastern
students driving to Champaign to
stay in bars an hour longer, then
driving back and getting in acci-
dents,” Cougill said.
The later hours may mean less
opportunity for disturbing the peace
and an opportunity to limit fines.
On the contrary, conflicts and
altercations often spark in bar
environments. Community
policing also fits into the puz-
zle.
“It is not an issue of drinking, it is
an issue of behavior,” Cougill said.
House parties and late nights out
would not lead to fines and police
incidents if poor behavior were
avoided.
“Maybe it would help; there are
more factors to be considered,” he
said. “I think it would be a good
idea to talk about it.”
Having a police force able to
accommodate later hours is anoth-
er issue.
Cougill said lengthening bar
hours goes beyond him and is
something “we have to figure how
to work out together.”
City Editor Carly Mullady can be
reached at LoisLayne83@aol.com.
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DJ All Weekend Long!
Sunday
NFL Tickets
Every Game!  All days!
Prizes and Giveaways
Saturday
$2.50
YAGGAR
SHOTS
Friday
Bacardi Wet T-Shirt Contest
Prizes awarded to all winners
$2 Bacardi Mixers
All Flavors
H o w d y
P a r t n e r . . .
Y o u  c o u l d  h a v e a d v e r t i s e d
r i g h t  h e r e !
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BLOSSOM
581-2816
the improvements in technolo-
gy.”
“The feedback that we have
gotten to date has been very pos-
itive,” Strode said. “It was a huge
undertaking to get this project
completed in time frame.”
Strode said the firms need to
be commended on their
efforts.
“The contractors, including
Hannig Construction, Industrial
Services, Bodine Electric, and
Brinkoetter Plumbing and
Heating and  F.J. Murphy
worked together very well as a
contractor team,” Strode said.
“Epstein worked through associ-
ated design issues also. If we
would not have gotten coopera-
tion from these contractors, the
delivery of this project would
have suffered.”
Strode said contractors are
continuing to finish up small
items on the new health services
project. 
“We are waiting for Epstein,
the architect, to issue the final
list of items the contractors
need to complete,” Strode said.
“They are supposed to be on
campus next week to finish this
work.”
There is some minor paint-
ing to do in some small loca-
tions and possibly the most
visible remaining item will be
the addition of grating on the
west side of the building, she
said. 
“The establishment of a new
crop of grass is also very visi-
ble,” she said. “The scope of the
remaining items is getting small-
er day by day. It is typical for
this to take some time to com-
plete.”
Strode said only normal
repairs are anticipated in the
future.
An open house will be held
Oct. 9 at Health Services build-
ing.
Campus editor Jennifer Chiariello
can be reached at cujc7@eiu.edu
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Democrats slam Bush’s policies in televised debate
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) — In
a mostly cordial televised debate,
Democrats vying to replace President
Bush brushed aside their own differ-
ences on Thursday and roundly con-
demned his handling of the economy,
Iraq and immigration policies.
“This president is a miserable
failure,” said former House
Democratic leader Dick Gephardt
of Missouri, repeating the line
twice and blaming Bush for the
loss of American jobs and prestige.
Former Vermont Gov. Howard
Dean, who achieved front-runner sta-
tus after a summer surge in the polls
and in fund raising, had expected to
be a primary target of his rivals. But
the contenders spent most of their
time assailing the president’s policies
rather than each other.
They welcomed Bush’s decision
to finally seek U.N. help in stabiliz-
ing postwar Iraq, but argued that he
should have done it earlier and sug-
gested his delay has jeopardized
U.S. relations around the world.
Now Bush must “go back to the
very people he humiliated,” said
Dean, who by the luck of the draw
got the first question at a televised
debate among eight of the nine
Democrats seeking the party’s
presidential nomination.
Sen. John Kerry of Massachusetts,
who had cast himself as the early
front-runner, said that “the swagger
of a president who says ‘bring ‘em on’
does not bring our troops peace or
safety.” Added Gephardt: “We have a
president who has broken up
alliances that Democratic and
Republican presidents have put
together over 70 years.”
The gathering at the University of
New Mexico was broadcast live on
public television with a Spanish trans-
lation available and will be aired
Saturday on Univision, the nation’s
largest Spanish-language network, in a
nod to the rising influence of Hispanic
voters. New Mexico has a large
Hispanic population - about 42 percent
- and a Hispanic governor, Democrat
Bill Richardson.
Farm help needed, experience
preferred. Call any time of day,
best if after 4pm 348-8906 or 
2MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for painting/draw-
ing class for Fall 2003 semester.
To apply, come to the Art office,
300 Lawson hall.
___________________________9/5
Showtime Buffet hiring part-time
wait staff. 2100 Broadway,
Mattoon. Call 234-4151.
__________________________9/10
Part-time Frount Desk Assistant
needed. Monday-Friday 7:45-
10:45. Must be dependable, ener-
getic, and have excellent people
skills. Apply in person to Gandolfi
Chiropractic Center, 2115 South
18th Street. No phone calls please!
__________________________9/10
Experienced painter basically for
exterior work. References
required. Call 345- 3119
_________________________  9/24
Movie extras/models needed. No
experience required. Earn up to
$500/$1000 per day. 1-888-820-0167 
__________________________10/3
Bartender trainees needed.  $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
_________________________10/23
Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service /  inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 345-
1303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
___________________________ 00
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partner-
ship with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADU-
ATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303 
___________________________ 00
EXPANDING OUR STAFF! LOOK-
ING FOR HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE
WITH A SUPERIOR ATTITUDE.
APPLY AFTER 2 PM IN PERSON
AT JOEYS. 850 LINCOLN AVE.
FOR DRIVERS OR IN SHOP.
__________________________9/12
**NOW HIRING** Non-sales posi-
tions. Evening/Weekends. Just
minutes from campus. Bonuses
available. Growth Potential. CALL
TODAY! Manpower in partnership
with Ruff Cody 113N. Logan.
Mattoon, IL 345-6700/235-1441
___________________________9/8
2 br. house lr, kitchen,
laundry/study, garage/workshop,
nice yard, $525, Polk St., 1/2 mi.
EIU.  348-7718
___________________________9/6
5 bedroom, 2 blocks from cam-
pus. 2 baths, CA and W/D.
Furnished. Phone 345-7244
___________________________9/8
2 bedrooms close to campus,
$400 month. 630-886-5451
__________________________9/11
1 bedroom house, $300 month.
630-886-5451
__________________________9/11
Male roommate wanted. 2 blks
from campus. $250 per month.
Shared with 4 other guys. A/C,
DW, W/D. 1837 11th St. Contact
Jason @ 254-1152.
__________________________9/12
N-side square, nice 2 bdrm, 1lft,
skylight, heat, trsh, wtr, and cbl.
348-7733.
__________________________9/15
Huge 1 br apt. off Charleston
square. $525/month INCLUDES
HEAT, WATER, TRASH PICKUP,
APPLIANCES. No pets. 345-2617
__________________________9/30
Efficiency apartment close to
campus with A/C. Males only, no
smoking. $340/month. All utilities
included. 345-3232 days.
___________________________ 00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS -
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN, 1-2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT AVAILABLE 2003-
2004 SCHOOL YEAR. 9 MONTH
INDIVIDUAL LEASE. COMPLETE-
LY FURNISHED PLUS HEAT AND
GARBAGE FURNISHED CALL
345-7136.
___________________________ 00
BUZZARD STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
___________________________ 00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
___________________________ 00
4 or 5 BR house, 2 baths, A/C &
W/D, 1020 1st st. Dan 345.3273
___________________________00
2 nice houses, all appliances,
W/D. Available Spring & Fall 2003.
Excellent locations.  345-7530
___________________________ 00
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235 ea.
10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-5048
___________________________-00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new fur-
niture. Leasing for Spring and Fall
2003 semesters. Call 346-3583
___________________________ 00
REFRIDGERATOR RENTAL: 3
SIZES AVAILABLE CALL 348-7746
___________________________ 00
Bedroom to rent 3 blocks  from
campus. 128 Polk. $300/month.
Includes all utilities. 1-630-707-
4470
___________________________ 00
DORM SIZE REFRIDGERATOR
RENT. 3 SIZES, CALL 348-7746
___________________________ 00
2 Bedroom still available as low
as $230/month each/2 people.
Call 348-7746
___________________________ 00
House for rent. $1000 per month.
200 monroe. 6 bedrooms, wash-
es, dryers, dishwasher. Call 217-
821-4399 or 847-951-0068.
__________________________9/12
2 bedrooms. Upstairs apartment.
2 blocks east of square. 10-12
month lease. Security required.
Call 348-8305.
__________________________9/17
2 bedroom downstairs apt. Very
spacious with stove/fridge.
Washer/dryer. Must see! 345-
2 bedroom upstairs apt. 1 block
from Buzzard. Stove/fridge trash
paid skylight and furnished.
$550.00/mo. 345-5088.
__________________________9/12
3 bedrooms stove/fridge on 9th
St. Close to campus. Newly
remodeled. 345-5088.
__________________________9/12
2 bedroom apt. Extra large, oak
floors, and furnished. Available
immediatly. 745 6th St. $350. Call
581-7729 or 345-6127.
___________________________ 00
Apt. available. 1426 9th Street.
Apartment #4. Call 549-3448.
___________________________ 00
New Inbox, Harman/Kardon
model HK 3470 AM/FM receiver
with VMAX plus two inbox INFIN-
ITY ENTRA ONE speakers with
remote. $350.00 Call 348-1603
after 6pm.
___________________________9/4
FI50, 1995 Ford Red Truck. Great
shape. New clutch. Call 581-6644.
___________________________9/8
1995 MERCURY GRAND MAR-
QUIS LS, 83K mi, LEATHER, ABS,
AC, EXC. COND., $4,650/OBO.
217-235-6216 OR 849-2040
___________________________9/9
Beat the parking problem.
Motorcyle for sale. $800. Can be
seen top of hill Lake Charleston.
217-259-5822
__________________________9/15
ROOMATES NEEDED: 4bdr, 2 full
bath, $230/person, across from EIU,
need to move soon ph 345-7516.
___________________________9/9
Roommates wanted,
$295/month. Call Lindsey
348.1479
___________________________ 00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
___________________________ 00
Subleaser for a brand new apart-
ment for 2003-2004 schoolyear. 4
bedroom, one bedroom available
for a female. Located on Edgar
avenue. Call Ashley at 254-7849.
___________________________9/8
5 bedroom house on 1st street,
campus side. needs 1 female.
$295/month. split utilities. 847-
894-8863, 217-348-7064
__________________________9/12
Do you know the SIGNS of ALCO-
HOL POISONING? Person is cold,
clammy and pale. Person breaths
slowly and/or irregularly. Person is
passed out/semiconscious and
will not respond to being yelled at,
poked or pinched. Person vomits
and does not wake up. Roll per-
son on side to prevent choking on
vomit. Get help IMMEDIATELY.
You could save a life.
___________________________9/5
Mom’s 4 functions, special deals
on kegs, juice bar, plus the best
DJs and sound in Charleston. Call
Dave 345-2171, 9am-11am to
reserve.
__________________________9/12
Have a Marty’s beer breakfast.
Specials and DJs. Call 345-2171
to reserve.
__________________________9/12
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published.  Call 581-2812 for
more information.
___________________________ 00
EASTSIDE PACKAGING WEEK-
END SPECIALS. ICE COLD.
BUSCH, BUSCH LT 30 PK
$13.99, LITE, MGD 18PK CANS
$9.99, MICH, MICH LT, MICH
ULTRA 12 PK $8.99. KEGS IN
STOCK. 18TH ST JACKSON AVE.
365-5722
___________________________9/5
DJ LEE MICHAELS AND B96
MIXMASTERS DJ SPEED, DAN
MORRELL, DJ FLIPSIDE AND
BOBBY D WILL BE VISITING
STU’S IN SEPTEMBER.  LOG
ONTO collegeclubtour.com FOR
MORE DETAILS.
___________________________9/5
JUST SPENCE’S HAS MOVED TO
722 JACKSON. WE ARE NOW
SPENCE’S ON JACKSON. SAME
GREAT STUFF PLUS NEW ROOM
OF SHABBY CHIC, PRIMITIVE
FURNITURE. OPEN TUESDAY
THRU SATURDAY 10:30 A.M. TO
5:00 P.M. CALL 345-1469
PARTY STUFF! leis, Grass Skirts,
Wigs, Mardi Gras Beads,
Bachelorette Gags and Games
now at GRAND BALL COS-
TUMES. 609 SIXTH ST
CHARLESTON. Open Tuesday -
Saturday. call 345-2617 for hours.
___________________________9/5
Join the Condom Club! Contact
the Health Education Resource
Center at 581-7786 for more
information.
___________________________9/5
82% of EIU students have not used
marijuana in the last month (n=471
representative EIU students).
___________________________9/8
Stop Smoking Now!  Contact the
Health Education Resource
Center at 581-7786 to find out
more about our Crash Course to
Quit Smoking!
___________________________9/8
83% of EIU students do not want
drugs available at the parties they
attend (n=471 representative EIU
students).
___________________________9/8
91% of EIU students have not
damaged property, etc. due to
drinking or drugging (n=471 rep-
resentative EIU students).
___________________________9/8
What happens when you mix ecstasy
and alcohol?  Find this, and other use-
ful information at MyStudentBody.com.
Type in eiu as your school code!
___________________________9/8 
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
_________________________9/22
Oakley’s Bike Shop. Bikes,
kayaks and more! Repairs /
accessories and more. Tues thru
Saturday. Mattoon 234-7637
_________________________9/30
Spring Break ‘04 with
StudentCity.com and Maxim
Magazine! Get hooked up with
Free Trips, Cash, and VIP Status
as a Campus Rep! Choose from
15 of the hottest destinations.
Book early for FREE MEALS,
FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery,
visit www.studentcity.com or Call
1-888-SPRINGBREAK!
_________________________10/13
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK.
SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON SALE
NOW!  www.sunchase.com OR
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!
_________________________12/15
LOG HOUSE CONSIGNMENT/
RESALE SHOP: $1 SALE 9-5.
348-8001. GO TO FAIR-
GROUNDS, FOLLOW THE SIGN.
___________________________ 00
EASTSIDE PACKAGING WEEK-
END SPECIALS. ICE COLD.
BUSCH, BUSCH LT 30 PK $13.99,
LITE, MGD 18PK CANS $9.99,
MICH, MICH LT, MICH ULTRA 12
PK $8.99. KEGS IN STOCK. 18TH
ST JACKSON AVE. 365-5722
___________________________ 00
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The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: ______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ______ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
S U B L E S S O R S
ACROSS
1Ne plus ultra
5He con-
versed with
Wilbur
9Classified
information?
13Corn ___
14Plow han-
dle?
15Soup veg-
etable
16English poet
laureate,
1692-1715
17Royal burgh
of Scotland
18Rushes
19They may
run in the
summer
22Rooting
parts
23Popular
snack cake
24Dog-training
aid
26Shakes
30Coastal
Brazilian
state
33Unlike a typi-
cal hot dog
35Title word of
a song from
Mozart’s
“Requiem”
36Son of
Haakon VII
37They’re left
at sea
38Magellan’s
grp.
39Cartoon dog
40Sorry soul
41Jazz combo,
maybe
42100 centesi-
mos, in
Panama
44Easily addled
46Sell out, in a
way
48Daughter of
King Pelles
52Dickens
character
56Cut
57Like some
details
58With 31-
Down,
“Sweet
Liberty” star
59“The Black
Stallion” boy
60Very long-
winded
answer
61___ justes
62Hebrew for
“beginning”
63Big game
64It settles on
sweeps
DOWN
1Be for a bit
2Staples, say
3Taxi alterna-
tive
4White House
5Blend
6One may
draw blood
7Verdi aria
8Marsh birds 
vis-à-vis
marshes
91808
resignee as
U.S. senator
10Depression
era figure
11Joel
Chandler
Harris title
12Answer with
attitude
14Short on
sharpness
20___ vez
(again): Sp.
21Segar creat-
ed her
25Jesus on a
diamond
27“Shoot!”
28Sufferer’s
desire
29Candidate’s
goal
30Schmo
31See 58-
Across
32It comes
down hard
34Longfellow’s
bell town
37Went on and
on
41Knesset :
Jerusalem ::
Storting : ___
43Propel, in a
way
45Lingerie
shop pur-
chase
47Worth keep-
ing, perhaps
49White
house?
50“Marvy!”
51Surrealism
pioneer
52Old crowned
head
53Radiance, of
sorts
54Some live-
stock
55“Not true!”
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0725Crossword
C A M P U S  C L I P S
SACIS. ATTN SACIS VOLUNTEERS: our first meeting of the year will
be on 9/8/03 at 6pm at the Campus Pond Pavilion.  We will provide
dinner!  Please contact us with your current address — 348-5033 or
sacisch@consolidated.net
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS: International forum will be FRIDAY
from 2-4pm in the Charleston/Mattoon Room.  All EIU faculty, staff,
and students are invited to our first International Forum of the
semester. Our focus is “Meet the New EIU International Students.”
Free refreshments.
BACCHUS MEETING: Interested in Campus health and safety, come
see what we are all about. Meeting in the Paris room of the Union at
7pm-9pm, Monday Sept. 8.
IMMANUEL LUTHERN CAMPUS MINISTRY: Annual Welcome Back
Picnic. Join us Sunday Sept. 7 at 5:30 for a great home cooked
meal, brats and hotdogs off the grill. Come meet members of our
church and campus ministry.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE: 9:30a.m prayer and 10:00 a.m
Doughnuts and Fellowship.
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15
16 17 18
19 20 21
22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31 32 33 34 35
36 37 38
39 40 41
42 43 44 45
46 47 48 49 50 51
52 53 54 55
56 57 58
59 60 61
62 63 64
Puzzle by Michael Shteyman
ACMEMREDJOBS
CHEXDEEREOKRA
TATEELGINHIES
AIRCONDITIONERS
SNOUTSSUZYQ
TREATELUDES
BAHIALEANIRAE
OLAVPORTSNASA
ODIERUEROCTET
BALBOADITSY
RATONELAINE
THEARTFULDODGER
SAWNLURIDALAN
ALECESSAYMOTS
ROSHDEERSOOT
F O R  S A L E
R O O M M A T E S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
By Michael Gilbert
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
The women’s volleyball team
will look to stop a modest two-
match losing streak this weekend
as the Panthers travel to Peoria
for the Mark Twain Hotels
Invitational.
Although it’s only the second
week of the season, head coach
Brenda Winkeler knows the sig-
nificance of the tournament for
the Panthers after a pair of tough
losses to Drake and Saint Louis.
“It’s very important to come
back with a strong showing,”
Winkeler said. “This weekend we
need to start some positive
momentum. The last few games
we haven’t played aggressive like
we did in our wins, and we need to
play aggressive this weekend.”
The Panthers (2-2) will open the
tournament Friday against
Maryland-Baltimore County. The
Retrievers had a successful year
in 2002 going 17-12, but they have
struggled this year with a 1-2
record despite the play of junior
outside hitter Jocelyn Teoh. The
Puchong, Malaysia native, suf-
fered through an injury-plagued
2002 season, but is back on track
this year. She has recorded 22 kills
and 19 digs in the Retriever’s first
tournament.
“Looking over the scouting
report Jocelyn Teoh hits the ball
twice as much as anyone on their
team,” Winkeler said. “Overall,
they are a young team just like
us.”
On Saturday, the Panthers will
play two matches, starting off with
a morning contest against host
Bradley. Similar to Maryland-
Baltimore County, Bradley is off to
a slow start this season. The
Braves lost all three matches at
the University Plaza Holiday Inn
Classic in Fort Collins, Colo., to
start their season 0-3.
“Bradley is coming off a good
year last year, but they lost a lot
of seniors,” Winkeler said. “So,
they are inexperienced and very
young.”
With a pair of untested teams
in the tournament, Winkeler
expects to receive the stiffest
competition from their final
opponent, Bowling Green State
University. 
The Falcons are 2-1 on the
season and are coming off a
tournament victory in the Boise
Invitational last weekend.
Bowling Green defeated Portland
State and Utah Valley State after
failing to Boise State in the sea-
son opener.
“Bowling Green is a veteran
team and they will give us our
toughest test,” Winkeler said.
Although Bowling Green is the
most experienced team traveling
to Peoria, Winkeler said the tour-
nament is wide open.
“All of the teams are evenly
matched,” Winkeler said. “If we
play well, we will win the tourna-
ment.”
The Mark Twain Hotels
Invitational will be the second of
four early season tournaments
for the Panthers. Last year
Eastern played in three tourna-
ments, but Winkeler is not com-
plaining about the extra matches
for her team.
“Most years we can play only
three tournaments because that
is all we have room to schedule,”
Winkeler said. “This year we
were able to schedule an extra
tournament and it is beneficial to
our team because we are so
young.”
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Tired of not having money?
Rely on your parents all the time?
Manpower and RuffaloCODY 
have the answers!!
Job recruit at Jerry’s Today from 2-6
~Flexible evening and weekend hours
~Bonuses and advancement potential
~No sales or quotes
~Great working environment
Call TODAY!  345-6700
113 N. Logan Mattoon, IL
$ $
It’s Really Something
to CROAK About!
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Focused on victory
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Sophomore setter Nikki Fowler, left, and junior middle hitter Shanna Ruxer attempt to block an opponent’s spike at the Pepsi/Super 8 Invitation Aug. 30
at Lantz Arena. Through three matches, Fowler leads the team in assists with 148. Ruxer leads the team in total blocks with 11.   
V O L L E Y B A L L
 Winkeler says key to
avoiding third straight
loss is aggressive play
By Matt Williams
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
In-state rivalries and playing at home
make Adam Howarth happy about this
weekend.
The Eastern men’s soccer coach and his
team host both Western Illinois and
Northern Illinois at Lakeside Field.
“It’s an in-state rivalry weekend and we
just are going in trying to play to our abili-
ty,” Howarth said. “(We want) to give a
good showing and get close to getting
everything to where we want it to be.”
The Panthers make their home debut at 4
p.m. Friday against Western, which was
picked to finish third in the Mid-Continent
Conference and is returning 16 players
from last year’s team. The Leathernecks
were also ranked seventh in the most
recent Midwest Region poll from the
National Soccer Coaches Association of
America.
“Western is going to be solid,” Howarth
said. “They are going to be quick and fast
and we want to make sure we can slow
them down.”
This will mark the 42nd time the teams
have met with Eastern, holding a com-
manding lead at 30-7-4 and have won the
last five.
The Panthers then take on the Huskies at
1 p.m. Sunday at Lakeside Field.
Northern has fallen to a 0-2-1 record in
its first three games this season, but has
faced off against a few solid teams includ-
ing No. 18 University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee.
The Huskies were picked to finish in last
of the seven teams in the Mid-American
Conference preseason poll.
Eastern leads the all-time series 14-6-2
and has won the last four contests. 
Howarth said he looks to his forwards to
give both teams trouble. Sophomore
Jimmy Klatter showed he can have a suc-
cessful second year after netting three
goals against Rhode Island last weekend
for his first career hat trick.
“Any team is going to have a hard time
trying to stop (our forwards),” Howarth
said. “We want to keep the ball moving and
get the ball to them as quickly as possible.”
Howarth happy playing at home against two in-staters
M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
The 411 on Chucktown’s
Bar Scene Dress 
Code   
Weekly Drink
Deals
Cool
Amenity
Marty’s
Stu’s
Stix
Mother’s
(aka Mom’s)
Friends & Co.
Uptowner
Jerry’s Pub
Top of the
Roc
Lefty’s Holler
Ike’s
T h e M a d
Hatter
Laid-back cam-
pus pub where
everyone may
know your name
Think Studio 54
minus the poly-
ester
Classy brasserie
popular with the
21+ crowd
Meat market.
Need we say
more?
Charleston’s trib-
ute to peace, love
and music, man
The prototype
town watering
hole
Low-key + inti-
mate basement
pub frequented by
younger students
and rugby players
Quaint bar on top
of Roc’s restau-
rant with some
heavy old-school
charm
Straight out of
Texas honky tonk
tavern
Greek bar over-
flowing with
sorority gals & fra-
ternity guys
Relaxing atmos-
phere + vinyl spun
music = mellow
sit-down estab-
lishment
Your fave jeans
and vintage t-shirt
Dress to
impress–make
‘em say “Whoa!”
Bring along your
boogie shoes on
Friday and
Saturday nights
The scantily clad
and suavely out-
fitted are king
Artsy + punk
gear fits nicely
here
Who cares?
Sport a sweater,
baseball cap and
worn-in sneakers
Get inspired by
the old architec-
ture and go glam
Never underesti-
mate the power of
a great pair of
jeans
Doesn’t matter as
long as you look
oh-so-good
The music–not
your clothes–shall
do the talking
Monday
$1.50 domestic bottles
Wednesday Ladies’ night
$2.50 24 oz. bottles
$5 tropical pitchers
Tuesday
$2.50 Miller Lite 24 oz. bottles
$1.75 Corona bottles
Friday Ladies’ night
$3 flavored vodka doubles
$1.50 Lemon Drops
Thursday
$2.50 22 oz. bottles
Friday
$3.50 Baltimore Zoos–their spe-
cialty drink
Only open Thursdays
$1.50 pints
$3 Jager bombs
$1.50 Shooters
Wednesday Open Mic
$1.50 Miller Lite & Leinenkugal
drafts
Friday
$2 Heineken & Amstel Lite bottles
Thursday Foosball tourney
$2.50 White Russians & Bull Dogs
$1.75 Michelob Ultra drafts
Cerveza Saturday
$2.25 Corona bottles
$3 Jose any way you want it
Thursday karaokee
$1.75 domestic bottles
$1.75 rail drinks
$4.75 pitchers
Thursday & Saturday
20% off with I.B.P. Club Card (can
be obtained by any student at the
bar)
Friday
40% off with I.B.P. Club Card
Thursday Karaokee
$2 16 oz. cans of beer
Everyday
$1 frosty mug drafts
Wednesday
$2 Corona bottles
Friday 
$4 pitchers
Wednesday
Micro brew & Import specials
Jager on tap
Thursday Ladies’ night
$2.25 Raspberry Blue Moon
drafts
$3 Framboise Vodka mixers
Oversized leather-backed
booths
Dance floor surrounded
by a wall of mirrors
Kitchen now open till 1
a.m.–Eat up!
Various nooks & crannies
good for taking breathers
The old-fashioned wood-
en bar
Tons of photographs plas-
tered along the front wall
Golden Tee golf game +
arcade games
Antique Tiffany lamps
hanging over tables
Outdoor patio & sand vol-
leyball court
The bouncers who sit
on the stools to the right
of the door–it never fails
Beer garden
compiled by Niki Jensen
Booming bar scene
It’s 1 a.m. and the bars are closed.  You’ve got the fast-food munchies, but where do you go?
Here are some food joints where you can grab your late night snack.
Pizza, Pizza! Sandwiches South of the Border
Papa John’s Domino’s Jimmy John’s La Bamba
426 W. Lincoln Ave 677 Lincoln Ave. 1417 4th St. 1415 4th St.
348-8282 348-1626 345-1075 348-0911
Open Thursday ‘til 1:30 a.m. Open Thursday ‘til 1 a.m. Open Thursday-Saturday ‘til 3 a.m.                 Open Monday-Thursday ‘til 2:30 a.m.
Open Friday & Saturday ‘til 2:30 a.m. Open Friday & Saturday ‘til 2 a.m. Open Friday & Saturday ‘til 3:30 a.m.
Pizza Hut Boxa Taco Bell
105 W. Lincoln Ave. 4070 Lincoln Ave. 120 Lincoln Ave.
348-8213 345-2692 345-2050
Open everyday ‘til 2 a.m. Open Thursday-Saturday ‘til 2:30 a.m.             Open Friday & Saturday til 2 a.m.
Drive-thru open Thursday ‘til 1 a.m.
Little Caesars Subway Drive-thru open Friday & Saturday ‘til 3 a.m.
3 Lincoln Ave. 200 Lincoln Ave.
345-4743 348-7827
Open Thursday till midnight Open Friday & Saturday ‘til 2 a.m.
Open Friday and Saturday ‘til 2 a.m.
compiled by Nicole Nicolas
“My favorite bar is Stu’s
to go dancing with my
girls and because I can
totally take the head
bouncer in a fight.”
–Keri Powell
senior elementary educa-
tion major
“Mad Hatter’s is a great
mellow bar with a great
selection of classic rock,
and I’m not required to
do the robot like at
Stu’s.”
–Aaron Carlson
senior journalism major
“I like Stix because you
can dance or just sit
down and chill.  They
have a good variety of
music.”
–Alecia Robinson
senior marketing major
Students tell us why 
they can’t get enough of
their favorite nightspot
Friday, September 5, 2003
Panther sports calendar
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
This past week has been one of
the best weeks to be on Eastern’s
campus.
It wasn’t because Eastern’s
football team beat up on some
unheard of Division II team from
California or Pennsylvania or
wherever.
It wasn’t because students were
finally getting settled into their
new homes for the next nine
months.
It wasn’t because some empty-
headed pretty boy came and
spoke to a bunch of star struck
girls wanting to make out with
him because “he’s so cute.”
The reason it was great to be at
Eastern this past week can be
summed up in two words – Cubs-
Cardinals.
Five games, four days and the
best rivalry in professional
sports, period!
The best experience for any
sports fan, particularly a baseball
fan, is a Cubs and Cards game. It
doesn’t even matter if it’s in
Wrigley or Busch. The Cubs and
Cards have the best fans in pro-
fessional sports and when these
two different groups are thrown
together in the friendly confines
of Wrigley or in the shadow of the
Arch in Busch, great baseball and
banter follows.
If you couldn’t be at Wrigley
this past week, Eastern was the
place to be. Because of its con-
venient geographic location,
Eastern has a great mix of Cubs
and Cards fans. With a good num-
ber of students on this campus
coming from both the Chicago
and St. Louis metropolitan areas,
Eastern was a place where the
Cubs-Cards rivalry flourished,
especially with the race for the
National League Central roaring.
This great rivalry made
Eastern an extremely fun cam-
pus to be on, but sadly these
rivalries tend to go into a stage
of semi-hibernation during the
winter, so I have compiled a list
of all of the rivals of Eastern’s
respective teams:
 The football team has a few
good rivalries. Last year, Bob
Spoo’s men had to settle for a tie
for the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship with Murray
State after the Racers beat the
Panthers in the final regular
season game at Murray, Ken.,
on a last-second field goal.
Southeast Missouri State is
another good rivalry for
Eastern. Not only are they the
favorites to take the OVC title
this year, but Cape Girardeau is
also closer to Charleston than
any other OVC town.
 Women’s soccer is one of, if
not, Eastern’s best chance for
an OVC title. In women’s soccer,
Eastern has a very good rivalry
developing with SEMO. SEMO
has won the regular season OVC
title the last two years, but
Eastern has beat the Otahkians
in the championship game of the
OVC Tournament. Last year,
Eastern won in a shootout.
 The men’s soccer team has
different schools to develop
rivalries with. The OVC doesn’t
have men’s soccer, so Eastern is
an associate member of the
Missouri Valley Conference
with schools like Creighton,
Bradley, Southwest Missouri
and one of the best college soc-
cer programs in the nation –
Southern Methodist.
Bradley and Evansville are
good rivalries for the men’s soc-
cer team. Bradley has consis-
tently been ranked higher than
Eastern, but being located in in-
state at Peoria, watching the
Braves and Panthers is usually a
good game.
 The volleyball team has
been rebuilding the past two
years after winning the OVC title
in 2001. Once again SEMO is a
strong rivalry. The series history
between the Panthers and
Otahkians is tied at 13-13. Austin
Peay is also a good match to
watch with the series tied at
eight matches a piece.
Evansville, Ind., is closer to
Charleston than most OVC schools
and the Purple Aces men’s soccer
program has been improving the
past couple of years.
Eastern also has a long history
playing both ISUs. Eastern plays
Indiana State and Illinois State at
least once in almost every sport,
so the Panthers have long histo-
ries with both schools.
Sports are great, but rivalries
make sports that much better.
The Cubs and Cards proved it
this week and Eastern and its
rivals will continue to prove as
this year unfolds.
O U T  O F  
L E F T  F I E L D
Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I A T E
N E W S  E D I T O R
By Matt Williams
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Last season, the women’s soc-
cer team did what was unthink-
able at the time. It tied Bowling
Green after being favored to win.
This was the start to many
early season questions about
whether the Panthers were as
good as everyone thought they
were.
The questions were later
answered, but this year Eastern
will try to prevent any of them
from even being asked when the
teams meet again at 1 p.m. Friday
at Bowling Green.
The Panthers (1-1) are coming
off a 1-0 loss at Illinois State
Tuesday where they were outshot
21-4 against a tough Missouri
Valley Conference team.
The Falcons have dropped their
first two contests this season,
falling to Arizona State 5-1 and
Hawaii 4-0.
Eastern will look to what
worked in its first game of the
season when both Panther for-
wards, senior Beth Liesen and
junior Audra Frericks, had two
goals in a 6-0 rout of Western
Illinois.
Junior goalkeeper Lindsay
Dechert has also been strong for
the Panthers stopping 15 shots in
two games, recording her fifth
career game with more than 10
saves. 
Eastern also travels to Chicago
to play Loyola Sunday 1 p.m., who
has started out the season suc-
cessfully with two early wins
against Valparaiso and Indiana
University-Purdue University at
Indianapolis.
The Ramblers are being lead
by a pair of freshman in scoring
with Mary Dale and Lindsay
Faron who have two goals and an
assist apiece.
Last year Eastern knocked off
Loyola at Lakeside Field 5-0, giv-
ing them a 5-3 lead in their all-
time series.
By Matthew Stevens
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R  
The Eastern women’s tennis team
just wants to compete against some-
body not in blue and white.
Panthers head coach Brian
Holtzgrafe is resoundingly confident
about his squad’s chances to impress
in the 2003 season.
“Would I suggest we could end up
at the top (of the Ohio Valley
Conference)?” Holtzgrafe said. 
In his three years at Eastern,
Holtzgrafe feels safe in making a bold
prediction about his team in general.
“I honestly believe this year’s team
has the chance to be the best we’ve
ever had here,” Holtzgrafe said.
According to Holtzgrafe, the girls
are tired of playing against them-
selves and are mentally focused to
compete in the Panther Invitational
Friday and Saturday.
Eastern will be facing Bradley,
IUPU-Fort Wayne and Chicago State
is signed up to compete.  However,
Chicago State has had a rash of sick-
ness on its squad and therefore it’s
unknown if they will make the trip.
“It’s human nature when emotion
meets environment and you measure
how well you reacted,” Holtzgrafe
said.  “We need that find-a-way con-
cept.”
The Panthers will be hosting the
event which will allow for the three
freshman in the starting lineup to get
their feet wet to start the season.
“It’s a blessing to be here at home,”
Holtzgrafe said. “The environment is
ripe for success.”
The Panthers will be relying on the
upperclassmen like senior Amber
Lenfert and Becky Brunner along
with junior Sarah Freeman on the
team for momentum but Holtzgrafe
believes the freshmen will provide a
fresh excitement during matches.
“I’m kind of a old-fashioned coach
in the sense that I will start my older
kids up front.”
However, Holtzgrafe didn’t rule out
the possibility of 15-year-old Russian
native Madina Membetova making an
impact in her collegiate debut.
“I may have a 15-year-old in the
upper draw but I honestly have no
clue what my draw will be,”
Holtzgrafe said.
Like the Cubs and Cards, Eastern has bitter rivals
No more blue and white
“If you couldn’t be at
Wrigley this past week,
Eastern was the place
to be..”
Panthers
want
answers
early
W O M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
 Coach says 2003 tennis
team might be the best ever
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Sophomore tennis player Audra Koerner practices on Darling Courts Wednesday afternoon. 
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C O N C E R T  C A L E N D A R
Friday
 The Rural Kings
10:00 p.m.
Friends & Co.
Kill Hannah
8:00 p.m.
The High Dive
Champaign
$5
Saturday
 Riptones and
Tripdaddy
10:00 p.m.
Friends & Co.
$3
 The Flying Cat 
Circus
7:30 p.m.
University 
Ballroom
Free with 
Panther Card
September 12
 Green 
Mountain 
Grass
10:00 p.m.
Friends & Co.
$3
 Mad Cats
10:00 p.m.
The Uptowner
$2
September 14
Hey Mercedes
10:00 p.m.
The Highdive
Champaign
$8
September 17 &18
Built to Spill
Metro
Chicago
September 20
 Local H
7:30 p.m.
The Highdive
Champaign
$12
The Mars Volta’s new album astounds, amazes
By Ben Turner
S T A F F  W R I T E R
When the El Paso-based quintet
At the Drive-In split and the for-
mer members’ two new projects,
Sparta and The Mars Volta, sur-
faced, it was probably easiest to
describe the two camps as the emo
side (Sparta) and the electronic,
psychedelic portion (The Mars
Volta) of ATDI.
Well, after submerging myself
in The Mars Volta debut full-
length, I would be willing to argue
Sparta is boring compared to The
Mars Volta’s “De-Loused in the
Comatorium.”
Around this time last year on
these very pages, I was praising
Sparta’s “Wiretap Scars.” And
while “Wiretap Scars” was one of
my favorite releases of 2002 and
features many good songs, even on
its best day, it’s nowhere near “De-
Loused in the Comatorium.”
Bixler (guitar) and Rodriguez-
Lopez (vocals, co-producer)
recruited Ikie Owens (drums) and
Jeremy Michael Ward (keyboards)
to complete the core of The Mars
Volta. Owens and Ward were
friends and members of their
ATDI-side project De Facto. They
also received help from John
Frusciante, Flea and producer
Rick Rubin. Flea plays bass on the
album and Frusciante makes a
cameo. 
Reports have surfaced that The
Mars Volta has played “De-Loused
in the Comatorium” straight
through at many of their live per-
formances, which are said to be
intense and mind-boggling. An
English band, who put out an
album in 1973 with a prism and a
rainbow on the cover, comes to
mind. To give you more to think
about, “De-Loused in the
Comatorium” is a concept album,
inspired by the death of childhood
friend Julio Venegas. 
Most of the tracks check in at
over five minutes in length with
the exception of “Son et Lumiere,”
which you might describe as spo-
ken word with the end of the track
setting tone for the two songs to
follow. If you’re looking for ATDI
relics, then “Inertiatic ESP,” is as
close as you’re going to get due to
its mostly guitar and keyboard-
driven tempo.
If you haven’t already figured
out that suicide is one of the chief
factors present in the album, then
“Roulette Dares (the Haunt of)”
may cause that light bulb to
appear. “Roulette Dares” is a
swirling cornucopia of highs, lows
and stops in between. Building up
to the refrain takes some time, and
then they drop it on you.
Rodriguez-Lopez absolutely nails
the perfect key with this voice. A
slow and spacey fade-out to the
seven-minute masterpiece gives
the song a palindrome-esque feel.
“Drunkship of Lanterns” begins
with some guitar experimentation
and, if I didn’t know better, the
addition of conga drums. Bixler is
the star of this show and, at times,
sounds as though he is battling
himself with two rotating leads.
Frusciante makes his cameo on
“Cicatriz ESP,” and they get their
money’s worth out of him as the
track checks in at over 12 minutes.
On the slower portions of the track,
the former guitar prodigy stands
out more than when the group
kicks it up a notch — a credit to the
musicianship at the core of The
Mars Volta.
It takes experienced musicians
to include so many underlying ele-
ments to their new project’s first
full-length. Just as Venegas suc-
cumbed to a self-fulfilling prophe-
cy, perhaps so did ATDI — just too
good to last. Youthful deaths are
sometimes called a travesty. And
while this is true in life, in the case
of ATDI, the new projects blaze
forward, and we get to debate the
predecessor’s significance.
By Ben Erwin
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Chicago’s Alkaline Trio have
long been stalwarts of the pop-
punk/emo scene, and the band has
hit the perfect mixture of subtle
crooning, brokenhearted, booze-
soaked misanthropy on the slickly
produced “Good Mourning.”
Alkaline Trio made a name for
itself in the Chicago area with
energetic live shows and a heart-
felt, yet powerful, aesthetic ingra-
tiating the band with both sad emo
kids and punkers alike. Where pre-
vious albums found the band a bit
more sarcastic and sardonic,
“Good Mourning” sounds much
mellower than the majority of the
band’s catalog, while upping the
lyrical ante with broad-stroked
metaphors and violent allusions.
Songs like “This Could Be Love”
and “Continental” muse on rela-
tionship trappings replete with ref-
erences to conflagrations, finger
loss and blood. Where booze and
women were once staples of the
Trio’s writing, “Good Mourning”
leans heavily on heartache tinged
with revenge rather than the bot-
tle.
Although the band lightens its
sound on “Good Mourning,”
Alkaline Trio hasn’t lost its musical
teeth, as songs like “Fatally Yours”
and “Donner Party” churn with the
distorted guitars of the group’s
past.
Tracks like the acoustic “Blue in
the Face” and the plodding “Every
Thug Needs a Lady” may disap-
point fans hoping for AT’s rocking
return, but it is in some of the soft-
er moments on “Good Mourning”
that the group’s much-improved
song-writing ability becomes
apparent.
The band may not produce
quotable one-liners to the likes of
which appeared on previous
releases like “From Here to the
Infirmary,” but “Good Mourning”
is a more narrative and complete
album at points.
Many fans may lose interest
with the band’s softer leanings, but
it’s only a matter of time before the
Trio can combine its storytelling
ability, wit and raw power. For now,
however, fans must be content
with a solid album that comes off a
little too soft.
By Ben Erwin
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Taking a step away from the
impassioned, acoustic crooning of
previous albums, Dashboard
Confessional returns with the
upbeat but uneven “A Mark, A
Mission, A Brand, A Scar.”
While Chris Carrabba, and his
band Dashboard Confessional, is
often pegged as sorrowful, morose
and pained in both delivery and
lyrical content, “Mark” pumps up
Carrabba’s emo-inflected sensibili-
ty with the aid of a full band along-
side a healthy dose of happiness.
To say “Mark” is Dashboard’s
peppiest record to date is a drastic
understatement. Songs like
“Hands Down” and “I am Missing”
contribute moments of levity to
Carrabba’s typical melancholy
mood. Adding to this is a variety in
inspiration often missing in
Dashboard’s arsenal.
This isn’t to say, however, that
“Mark” is a great step forward for
the band. Where Carrabba’s lyrics
could once sit center stage in his
arrangements, added guitar and
bass now stride alongside the
singer’s whisper-to-a-scream bipo-
larity. 
Coming off more like a watered-
down version of Carrabba’s previ-
ous outfit, Further Seems Forever,
“Mark” downplays Carrabba’s
usual vocal intensity by filling
musical gaps with a rhythm sec-
tion and a second guitarist relegat-
ed to adding harmony and
ambiance rather than comple-
menting lyrical content or tone of
the material.
Tracks like “Hey Girl” and “So
Beautiful” are exceptions to this,
as the band finally begins firing on
all cylinders near the end of the
record. As arrangements become
more sparse, vocal and musical
elements stop battling one another
and actually meld as the band hits
its stride.
Making a bona fide rock record
may be far off for Dashboard
Confessional at this point, but
shades of Further Seems Forever
and Carrabba’s solo material occa-
sionally manage to shine above the
din. “Ghost of a Good Thing” may
prove the greatest example of this
as Carrabba returns to a largely
acoustic arrangement with other
instruments taking a back seat to
his voice.
As a whole, “A Mark, A Mission,
A Brand, A Scar” may not live up to
Further Seems Forever’s seminal
“The Moon is Down,” but it
appears Dashboard may be poised
to bridge the
singer/songwriter/band gap with
subsequent albums and a positive
attitude.
By Ben Erwin
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Combining punk attitude with
politically charged lyrics, bag-
pipes and folk sensibility, Boston’s
Dropkick Murphys have crafted
their best record to date with the
raucous and melodic “Blackout.”
Acknowledged alongside
Flogging Molly, The Tossers and
The Pogues for their mixture of
working-class ethos and Irish her-
itage, Dropkick Murphys exempli-
fy the genre of “Irish punk.” 
Tunes like “Worker’s Song” and
“Buried Alive” pay homage to the
group’s blue-collar roots, as poli-
tics and punk go hand-in-hand in
the fashion of The Clash or Bad
Religion. Throughout “Blackout,”
the members of Dropkick
Murphys expand on the sound
they have cultivated for six
records and churn out a vast col-
lection of sing-alongs and anthems
alike.
There’s plenty of muscle on
“Blackout,” as exemplified by the
swaggering “This is Your Life”
and the beautifully brutish Bruins
anthem “Time to Go.” 
This musical ferocity is offset
by the sardonic back-and-forth of
“The Dirty Glass,” the mandolin-
tinged “Bastards on Parade” and
the pub sing along “Kiss Me, I’m
Shitfaced.”
Even the previously unpub-
lished, Woody Guthrie-penned,
“Gonna Be a Blackout Tonight” is
given a distinctly Dropkick feel
with sirens and an anthemic cho-
rus punctuating the verses and the
tune’s message.
The only signature Murphys ele-
ment strangely lacking on
“Blackout” is bagpipes. The only
exception to this is “As One,” as
bagpipes propel the song and offer
the greatest glipse at Joe
Delaney’s amazing ability as a
piper.
Although present on “Fields of
Athenry,” “Kiss Me I’m Shitfaced”
and the aforementioned “Worker’s
Song,” Delaney provides backing
melodies rather than driving,
droning lines permeating previous
Murphys albums. It is the bag-
pipes that give the music of the
Dropkick Murphys its unique
flare and is an indispensable ele-
ment in the group’s alchemy. 
Bagpipes aside, “Blackout” is a
stellar dose of Irish-punk done to
perfection. 
Mixing one shot Rancid, two
shots Pogues and a chaser of tradi-
tional Irish folk music, Dropkick
Murphys offer the perfect libation
for anyone’s next Guinness-soaked
night of debauchery.
“A Mark, A Mission, A Brand, A
Scar”
Dashboard Confessional
“Blackout”
Dropkick Murphys
“Good Mourning”
Alkaline Trio
“De-Loused in the Comatorium”
The Mars Volta
Alkaline Trio lighten up
on the the uneven ‘Good
Mourning’
Dashboard Confessional
loses its ferocity at the
sake of happiness
Boston’s Dropkick
Murphys sing louder and
prouder than ever on the
surprising ‘Blackout’
Our first question comes from an
18-year-old freshman female.
Q: Do you think a female giving oral
pleasure to a male is considered sex?
A: It is foremost important for you
not to let someone else define sex for
you- they can only do that for them-
selves.  People and their sexualities
are so different that the definition of
what sex is or isn’t varies widely.
Your sexuality is something you will
have all your life.  No one can give it
to you or take it away.  It is the entire
part of your life in which you are sex-
ually active, physically and emotional-
ly.  
When most people say, “I’ve had
sex,” what they mean is penile-vagina
penetration.  But because sex is so
broad, it could pertain to many differ-
ent intimate, sexual actions.  When it
comes down to it, sex is how you
define it as an individual, based on
your own experiences and feelings.
That’s why sex is a form of “intima-
cy.”  If sex was all about penile-vagina
penetration, then lesbians would be
considered virgins (refer to
www.scarleteen.com).  Ultimately, we
define our own sexuality- not by
someone else telling us which “type”
of sex should matter.  
Give yourself time to grow and
explore what sex really means to you.
Own yourself and your sexuality.  As
you get older, your sexual experiences
will become more diverse, and you
will begin to realize that so many
things can be sexual, rather than just
trying to define “sex” as a single, sep-
arate entity.
-Amber Jenne, Verge Editor
Our second answer comes from
Eric Davidson, director of Health
Services.
A: Many people often associate sex
with the word intercourse. There are
typically four types of intercourse:
vaginal, anal, inter mammary (moving
the penis between the breasts) and
interfemoral (moving the penis
between tightly squeezed thighs).
Sexual behaviors can actually refer to
a variety of activities that range from
hugging to intercourse. Oral pleas-
ure to a male, commonly referred to
as Latin word fellatio which means “to
suck,” is considered a oral-genital sex
behavior. 
Amber Jenne
V E R G E  E D I T O R
S E E  ‘ S E X ’   Page 5B
Let’s Talk About Sex
